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SCOPE AND CONTENTS: The not·ion of inientionn,li ty is intro

duc~d by an examination of the lIintentional inexistence" 

of Brentano~ and"intentionality" of Russerl.The intentional 

thesis is seen to entail two aspects within a noetic/noematic 

correlation: an ontological thesis concerning the nature of 

the object intended, and a psychological thesis concerning 

the constitution of the object ~ 'intended by consciousness. 

A rather lengthy examination of Hume and associationist tenets 
shows that we can no longer distinguish the image from the 

percept by such characteristics as inner/outer, str~nger/weaker, 

original/copy,et ~.!er..§:, in the light of the intentional thesis. 

All consciousness is consciousness of something. Imagination 
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is a form of consciousness, and apprehends or approaches 

its objects directly, not as a copy of 'it perception. The 

image i~ fundamentally-different ~and di~tinguishable from 

the percept, and is known by consciousness to be different. 

Reflexive consciousness recognizes that the percept is here 

and now~ is a full positivitY1 is virtually infinite in 90n

tent (overflowing), and yields new information. The image, 

on the contrary, is recognized immediately as having diff

erent ch:'!,racteristics, all ·of which are a form of "negation"; 

it posits its object as absent, non-existent, existing 

elsewhere, or as neutralized (not-existing). The image is 

limited in content to precisely what co~sciousness puts 

into it, and can therefore yield no new knowledge. Sartre is 

seen not to discuss how invol.untary images cannot surprise or 

yield new knowledge; the problem of voluntary and involuntary 

images is avoided by Sartre, nor does he examine the 

psychological basi~ of streams of images in hallucination, 

memory, or day-dreaming, nor how these va.rious different 

kinds of image-streams might be distinguished. However, in 

an examination of isolated images and percepts Sartre's thesis 

is seen to provide new insight into the ontological and 

psychological aspects of these images and percepts. This 

wou].d seem a necessary point of departure for a more extensive 

theory of mind, and accordingly Sartre has contributed not a 

theory of mind but an e xaminaiion of certain basic properties 

of human consciousness. Finally, these new insights into 

the nature of human consciousness are seen to alter the view 

of the wor ld, not only in so far a.s the world is H,n ob j act of 
, ""'>'" 

consciousness, but also in so far as the meaning of the world 
- _. _. - . - . . 

is constituted by the apprehending consciousness. 
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PREFACE 

If I 1rere to think of an unicorn, knOl'ling that 

unicorns do not in fact exist, then what is it that I am 

thinking about? It is certain that I .§:ill thJl1kiJ:lg, and that I 

also have an object of my thought: i.ec I am thinking about 

somet~hingo But this something does not exist. Is the object 

of my thought then "an intentionally inexistent tI obj ect, 

existing only as the object of my thought? And what would it 

mean to say that it is an "intentionally inexistent II object 

which nevertheless exists in ~ ;,ray (iae. mentally)? 

The relationship between thought, the objects o~ 

thought,. and the objects mll. generis. remains a problem in 

philosophy. It is my belief that the theories of Jean-Paul 

Sartre have enriched .our understanding of this problem. It 

is the purpose of this paper to examine the distinction 

Sartre draws between the physical and the psychical, the 

obj ects of the imagination and thosl8 of the perception, in an 

effort to better understand the coneept of existence as 

applied to these t\vO realms. 

. .. . ... 
ll3.. '1 
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INTRODUCTION TO ·Ij1HE COnCEPT OF INT:Fll\fTIONALITY: 

EREN T. .Ill-TO MID HUS SJiJRIJ 

Prior to 9-Yl examination of Sartre t s theory of inten

tionality it would be well to examine briefly the influence 

of BrentarlO upon the development of his theory. HusserI once 

\vrote concerning Brentano: 
Great indeed •• cis the respect 8nd gratitude 
,,'Ii th i'Jhich the author remembers this gifted. 
thinker as his teacher, and strongly con
vinced. o.he is that his conversion of the 
scholastic concept of intentionality into a 
descriptive root-concept of psychology C011-
sti tutes a great di,scovery apart from l,rhi ch 
phenomenology could not have come into being 
at al1e l 

Brentano 'W8$' interested in discovering ne,\,f explana-

tions for what· he considered to be the distinctions bet'.'Teen 

physical and psychicaJ. or mental phenomena, betlveen, for in

stance, my experiences of a horse, and my thoughts of an uni-

corn. In his endeavours, Brentano struck upon the much older 

concept of lIintentional inexistence II, and although he later 

. abandon}\ed this theory himself as unsound 2, his refineT-llents 

of the theory in the nevTly developing field of psychology may 

have had a strong influence upon Sartre c Certainly the 

--------------~----.-------------------------~.------

~Eamund HusserI, Idea&~ trans. w. R. Boyce Gibson 
(N8'~'r York~ r.ollier Books, 1967) t p. 16 0 

2Franz: Brentano, The T:r:.u§. ;9l1;d. th§. ~i.d.~gt trans.· 
Oskar Kraus (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966), pp',. 75~ 
104, especially p-. 83. 
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lYaragraphs which outline thiL "intentional inexistence ll of 

mental phenomena as opposed to physical phenomena have becom~ 

very familiar -- perhaps the first to be read by any student 

of phenomenology: 
•• _psychologists of an earlier period. have al
ready directed attention to a particular affin
ity and analogy which exists among 8~1' mental 
phenomena, lv-hile the physical do' not share in 
it. Jwery mental phenomena is characterized by 
"That the scholastics of the r1iddle Ages called 
the intentional (and also mental) inexistence 
-(Ill§1fi.st~) of an object (geg§.nstan,gJ, &'1.0. 
"That vle vTOuld call, although in not entirely 
unambiguous terms, the reference to a content, 
a direction upon 811 obj ect (by I'rhich Vie are not 
to understalld a reality in this case), or an 
immanent objectivity. Each one includes some ... 
thing as object i'l'"ithin itself, although not al
ways in the same I·ray. In presentation something 
is presented, in judgement something is affirmed 
or denied, in love (something is) loved in h2~te 
(something) hated, -in desi re (something) desired, 
etc •• 

This intentional inexistence is exclus~ 
ively characteristic of mental phenomena. No 
phYSical phenomena manifests any'thing similar. 
Consequently, ive can define mental phenomena by 
saying that they are such phenomena as include an 
object intentionally irTi thin: themselves. 3 

Two theses are given here: an ontological thesis con-

cerning the lIintentional inexistence ", 2.J.'1.d a psychological 

thesis that reference to an object is I-That distinguishes the 

mental from the physical, in so far as mental obj ects are 

characterized as mental objects by the reference to their 

---"._---- ,----,----
3Franz'Brentano, Psx£h9logie Vorn ~pirischen §1anq-

12unlrt, Vo1.o I,\,Bo6k II~_ Chapter I. This chapter is translat
ed l::lY D. Bo Terrell as "The Distinction Betl-Teen 1\1ental and 
PhYSical Phenomena" in Real~.sr0. .sJ1£. ~the~ Rackgt,.Q...llllQ,. ofPQ§19..ID.
~oa, eo.. Ro N .. Chisholm (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 
19€.O). 



inexistence, whereas the physical are not 0 At the outset 

Brentano's major interest was the psychological thesis; but 
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he also gives ontological considerations as to the nature of 

that object. Sartre further refines this re~olutionary but 

basically simple thesis which Brentano had presented. Indeed, 

I believe that Sartre very deftly car~ied to scholarly re

finement the ontological thesis i-lhich Brentan0 had only form

ulated as lIintentional inexistence III in 1874 but \vhich he him

self later abandoned as basically untrue. It seems Brentano I s 

interests I'lere primarily psychological "rith epj_stemic u.nder

tones "IIThich led to bis eventual rejection of the crudely form

ulated ontological aspect opened by his psychological consid

erations: Brenta110 came to vievv the non-existence thesis of 

pS3rchic phenomena as inadequate and inaccurate. 1,;le shall see 

that Sartre re-ex8~ines and reclarifies both the psychologic

al thesis and the ontological thesis of our experience; and 

this is perhaps his greatest contribution to philosophy_ It 

is important to study Brentac'1o in this introduction because 

Brentano is the first to have exrunined the psychologica~ and 

ontological theses, and the results of his parallel approach 

a:re o:f both interest to and bear upon the "i'lorks of Sartre. 

In lieu of rejection of Brentano's "intentional inexistence ll 

he realized that the problem had only been partially clari-· 

fied~ and that enough attention had not been paid to the on

tological aspects of the objects. The concept of the inten--



tionally inexistent of Brentano was vague, ontoTogically and 

metaphysically unrefined, and open to devastating critique. 

It is surely for this reason, above all, that Brentano later 
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rejected the concept of "intentional inexistence", formulated 

paradoxically and crudely 'as it "\>TaS. But in conjunctio'n "\<Ti th 

Brentano t s concept that the obj ects of intentionality are 

definite in na,ture, the reference to "intentional inexistence" 

can take on new dimensions. Sartre recogni zed that, indeed, 

the objects of imagina~ive intention do not exist in the 

"real" world of physical objects, but that to categorize 

these obj ects simply as "mind-dependent" or "inexistent II was 

too vague and indistinct. For one thing, they seemed con

tradictory v{hen defined as inexistent objects "'i'lhich neverthe

less exist ed (intentionally at least) in some manner. A cat-

egory mistake' was made bet~reen t"'iI}"O differing realms of 

reality; or "existence" was beil1g usec1 equivocally (\vhich 

comes to the same thing!). That is, one meaning of the word 

"real I! l'las used for the external \'lorIO., another for the 

menta~ or psychical ,vorld. 'Phe single viord "inexistence" vJ"as 

at best ontologically poor, 'weak, and misleading. In chapter 

III it vlill be shown that Sartre's 18xamination of the objects 

of mental consciousness (imaginative and conceptual conscious

ness) replaces Brentano IS Iveak and equivocal "inexistence" by 

four negative categories of intentional objects of the imag-

i.nation. With these four categories of negative or non-

physical objects, the psychological thesis can again be 
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presented: that the r§ferenc~~ to these obj ects as "negation" 

cons1liitut"es their distinction from physical objects. SimplY' 

for compa.rati ve purposes it would be of vTOrth to examine 

Brentano's "intentional inexistence!!. HOi'TeVer, I feel it ·is 

much clearer to understand Sartre's work on the intentional 

thesis in the light of Brent8no f s successes and failures. 

Brentano recognized the intentional aspect that human 

consciousness has all obj ect of "i;·Thich it is conscious. But he 

avoided the ontological problem concerning the "mind-depen-

dent II objects, which exist as objects of consciousness, yet. 

which he kne,? did not exist as concrete physical objeots. 

This is why he at first emp:loyed the term "intentional inex-

istence": to denote their physical inexistence in the world 

of IIreal" objects. Again vle can clearly see .how his seeming-

ly e.quivocal use of existence must always be read as "con

crete physical obj ects ".. The \'leakness of "intentional inex-

istence" ';vas a failure to positively determine b.2.1:L these non-

physical objects of consciousness did exist. He never posited 

an ontological term or further described these non-physical 

obj l8cts of consciousness, and eventually 'vas led to take the 

posi tion that 9 in fact, there was only physical existence: 

his eventual rejection of the wealdy conceived "intentionally 

inexistence" led to a total rejection of all illl§. ratioltli~. 4 

-----~-----------------.-.• --.---~----
4An examination of this taDgent is beyond the needs 

and lJuruoses of this introduction. We are interested in 
"intentional inexistence" and not in Brentano I s treatment of 



I feel Brentano' s successes and his failures are im-

portant for more than merely corrrparati ve purposes 1fi th 

Sartre's position. The problem of "intentj.onal inexistence II 

and the ontological status of ~ r,atiQlli is one of th e old

est in met aphysics. Yet, I feel Sartre' s thesis could not 

have been written 'wi thout the intentional thesis revolution-

ized by Brentano. Further, perhaps the clirth left by 

B-..centano's ''Teak ontological distinctions bet"leen mental and 

physical objects of intentional consciousness may well have 

prompted Sartre's phenomenological and existential examina-

tion of the problem. From Sartrers position then, Brentano 

is as important for iv-hat he did not contribute as for vrhat he 

did contribute. This pap'er deals with both the psychological 

thesis of intentionalit:'l -- that the reference consciousness 

has to its object distinguishes that object as ment8~ or 

physical -- as 1vell E!-s the ontological thesis of the existen

tial characteristics or nature of both types of objects. 

An examination of Brenta..no' s distinctions betl\Teen 

6 

physical and "mind-dependent" objects will be of help prior to 

studying Sartre f s "perceptual II and "imaginati ve" conscious--

nesses. 'With these introductory and precautionary rema.rks 

concerning the success and failure of Brentano's presentation 

such "convenient fictions" and his resulting "reism" on p. 83 
especially, but also throughout Th.@. 1:£.1b.~ §nd the ]0rident a.nd 
also his K~t~g9Fiepl.ehre" ed. Alfred Kastil(Leipzig, 1933) 
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of these two aspects of intentionality, let us go on to exam

ine his concept of "intentional inexistence ". 

Brenta...no felt that the doctrine of "intentional inex

istence tl was not difficult to arrive at; the process of 

thinking itself 1wula. lead. to it, if thought ,\Tere merel'y 

directed tOlvards an obj ect "!hich did not exist as a physical 

phenomenon. If one 'were to think about Pegasus, an unicorn, 

a golden mountain, or any such age-old examples, there is 

something being thought about. Brentano recognized the ob

vious point that there is a~so a dis.tinction· between thinking 

about Pegasus, or an unicorn, and thinking about a horse. 

This distinction does not lie 'wi thin the person thinking, but 

rather lies within the objects being thought about. If "x" 

thinks about Pegasus and "y II thinks about a horse ~ the differ

ence (loes not lie in their differing psychological make-up 

(at least for 'Vlhat concerns us here), but rather lies in the 

objects of their respective thoughts: the "real" horse and 

the "imaginary 11 Pegasus 0 The difference betvreen the inten

tional objects here is the !f:in<i of objects about l'lhich lIytl 

and fly" are respectively thinking, and nO,t, that "x" has an 

object, whereas "yll does not. Certainly there i'Tould be a 

marked distinction to be made if this latter difference was 

iva.S all that concerned us. !.Chere is a. difference bet'lo]'een 

someone ,·rho is thinking of either a horse or Pegasus, and a 

man who is thinking of nothing. This "wuld only serve to 

strengthen the point of the former distinction, for either an 



intentionally existing or an i.ntentionally inexisting object 
< 

of ~hought is still an obj.S£..t of that thought" The man I'Tho 

thinks of nothing at all does not have any such object of 

thought. He thinks of nothing at all, as Plato had pOlinted 

out in the Theaetetus: 
Socrates: Alld does not he "\;'1ho thinks some one 

thing, think something which is? 
Theaetetus: I agree. 
Socrates: Then he who thinks of that which is 

not, thinks of nothing? 
Theaetetus: Clearly. 
Socrates: And he I·rho thinks of nothing does 

not think at all? 
Theaetetus: Obviously. 
Socrates: Then no one can think that'vThich is 

not, either" as a self-existent sub
st8 .. 11ce or as a preo.icate of some-
thing else? 

Theaetetus: Clearly no ito 5 

It serves no purpose to dismiss Pegasus or an unicorn 

as 19-11 object of "X's" thought because it does not exist in 

physical fact. For to say that "x" is thinking about Some-

8 

thing vrhich cannot be Pegasus (because Pegasus does not in 

fact exist) does not say Ivhat is the object of the man l s 

thought 0 Further , it is clear that if thi s something is not. 

Pegasus (again because Pegasus does not in fact exist), then 

the man cannot be said, to be thinking about Pegasus. ~hus, if 

"he ,·rho thinks some one thing, does think something \'7hich is ", 

then Pegasus as an object of thought is something "Thic1l1 is. 

-----------~'~-----------.----------------.----------------------------
5Plato, Theaetetu~, l89b. 
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Further, Pegasus is intentionally characterized as something 

'\oThich can only be an object of thought (i. e. the intelltiona~lll 

inexistent object, for Pegasus does not exist in the physical 

world.) "Intentional inexistence" can be predicated of, and 

only of, obj ects of thought as opposed to perception;: this is 

one of Brentano's major distinctions between the physical and 

the psychica:l. 6 

'\'1i th regard to the distinctions Brentano 'i'rished to 

make bet1,'Teen the psychological and the physical \ilOrlds, 'what 

clistinctions .@£.§. made between their respectiye objects? \mat 

is the difference betl'Teen Pegasus, the conceptuali zed horse, 

and the actually existing horse? 
In contrasting the A which is contemplated about 
with the A which' is actual, are 've saying that 
:the Q.Q,P.t emn).,8,t.&.£l:. l! is itself nothing actual or 
true? By no means! ThE? contemplated!:::. can be 
something actual 8l1d true vri thout being an actual 
~"A. It is an actual contemplated A and therefore·-
since this comes to the same thing -- it is an 
actual contemplated A Cein wiJ.:klichss geq.achte,s). 7 

"----_._-_._- --.------------------
611Intentional inexistence" is seen to be more or less 

synonymous \'1i th the traditional term §U1.§. r.ai.:iol:J..i..§. or hetter 
~dth 1'lilliam of Ockham' s lIintentional existence It or 'bb,j ecti ve 
exist ence" and Descartes I Q.b,j ecti ve in 1:ntell ect.\! ~ss_~. It 
merely describes the psychological 'Ivorld as its objects are:) 
distinguished from the physical i'TOrld. As A. O. Lovejoy 
states, such terms d'escri be <"a second "world to 1vhich could be 
allocated all experi enc ed 0 bj ects ;"1hich no not appear to sat
isfy the rules of membership in the physical systemo ll A. O. 
Lovej oy, The Rev:ol t :~a;inst Dual i.§.m. CneliT York, 1930), pp. 28-9. 

7Franz Brent ano, The J.,rue .§.UQ, tl].~ Evident., p. ,27. 
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Brentano believed that if a man thinks about an "A" 

(say Pegasus), that this Pegasus does come into bei.l1g as an 

actual, contemplated entity, remains such ~s long as the man 

thinks about it, but ceases to exist '\vhen the man cease.:s to 

think about it $ Clearly Pegasus 1'lOuld thus be an §1}§. 

rationj_~, in the classical sense of the term, and as such 

\'lould be mind-dependent 0 HOi'rever $ it is clear from this that 

the cont emplated "A ". is an entity 'which has an. ontologi cal 

status, yet l'ihich is not a physical or concrete entity. It 

is an Q,b,iecti.vE?, ln intellec111 ~: a psychological product 

of man's mind¢ 

But here a distinction must be dravffi \·rithin the class 

of these mind-dependent enti ti es \vhich .§;!:2. (in some ma.;..'rJ.ner). 

All such concepts or ideas cannot be classified as solely 

chimeras or dreams, aYld a distinction must be made betitreen 

mind-dependent entities which are purely imaginary (e.g. 

Pegasus and the unicorn) and mind-clependent entities ioJhich 

are cOl1ceptuali zations, such as liE:;: HC211, or the concept of 

the six-·sided cube, vlhich do not in themselves refer to ob

jects in the physical ivorld, but which none the less refer to 

relationships "l'rhich hold beti-veen objects in the physical 

;''lOrld. 

The distinctions and characteristics of mind-depen

dent objects had been further confused by metaphysical argu

ments in the hi story of philosophy. One of these seemS to"' 

have influenced Brentano's first ontological considerations 
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of the objects of consciousness o The medievalists believed" 

that they had found in the intentional thesis a cla"ss of in-

tentionally existing objects i'J"hich were not definite physical 

obj ects, nor 1tTholly mind.-dependent. This led to an ontology 

which allol'led for the existence of a class of objects beyond 

just Qn.~ £§~tionJ.£ or ~ lli.Ly'si9qc The old met"aphysical ques

tion of intentionality led to three categories of existence 

and only served to confuse the issueo Brentano" expanded his 

concept of "intentional inexistence II to include just such ob-· 

jects "w"hich "\'J"ere somehow not vlholly mind-dependent .and 

not particular physical objects, but which still Ivere 

supposedly obj ects of consciousness" How"ever, he did not 

assert the existence of the class of these objects, but only 

the "concreta in question". Consequently he soon discovered 

the hopelessness of such a posi tion 'l but his subsequent re-

jection of the possibility of such objects has further import. 

A brief look at a medieval passage by 'ivaI tel" Burley ;,vill 

suffice to demonstrate the metaphysical argument involved in 

arriving at this third category of intentionally existing ob

jects, "\,IThich Brentano seems to have adopted but quickly 

al tered. 
But hunger and thirst are not had vdth reference 
to this particular food or this particular drink, 
because one ;,'rho is hungry does not specifically 
desire this or that particular food, and "Iik!gwise 
onel~"~lho is thirsty does not desire this or that 
particular drink, because even supposing he did 
not have a knOiITledge of any food or any drink 
he "I'[Quld nevertheless be hungry or thirs-l;yo 
Therefore hunger and thirst, Ylhich are natural. 



appeti tes, are not pointed tOivard something 
indi vidual, and yet are pointed tOl'rard some
thing else outside the soul that is able to 
preserve an individual in existence. There
fore something exists outside the soul other 
than an individual o 

••• the SaI'lle conclusion is proved as follo\1[8. 
Something about I'lhich real promises and con-
tracts are made, such as buying and selling, 
donations, pledges, etc., exists outside the 
soul. But contracts are not alw'ays made 
about individual things.. Theref.ore something 
exists outside the soul that is other: than 
an individu8~ nature. The major is obviou,s. 
The proof of the minor is that in the st~te
ment 'I promise you an ox', something out-· 
side the soul is being promised to you, and 
yet no individual thing is being promised to 
you, because you cannot lay claim to this or 
that particular ox on the strength of this 
promise. Therefore something outside the 
soul that is other than an individual thing 
is being promised to you. k~d the same sort 
of argument can be applied to buying and 
selling. For insta~ce, if you buy a quarter 
of I,rheat from me by handing over the cash 
pri'ce, it is certain that .3TOU have bought 
something outside the soul, and yet you 
have not bought an individual thing because 
you have not bought this or that particular 
quarter., Like"l'lis e, if you OiVe me one florin 
for any reason I'rhatever, \'That you ol're me is 
not aD individual thing, because you do not 
Oi'Je me this or that particular florin. 8 

Burley's major point was to assert the existence OI 

univ~rsals, probably in the \vake of Ockham's "razor II. This 

8"\'/alter Bur1ey(also Burleigh), N"c"Dosi.:t.o ~Jl 0Qi.<d;" 
volumin£l~, Aris_toteles de ;Ehysico auditlL_ Prolof7u~, "[Venice: 
Johann Herbert, 148.2), with emendations from an edi t·ion of 
1491. Trans. John i'lellmuth, "The Existence of Universals" 

12 

in J?hJJ .. o.so}2hX in thE?,. !Jest, eO.. Kat z and .W·eingartner (NevI York, 
1965), p. 564. 
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certainly does not concern us here, as much as the belief in 

the existence of non-mentallY dep-endent obj ects ,,<vhich were 

also not physically definite. In hunger, for instance, no' 

defini te object of a desiring consciousness had been speci-

fied, for such an lIindefinite" object could never be the 

specific obj ect of satisfaction. In short, the object,s of 

"7hioh Burley speaks are not produced by nor are they depen-

dent upon the mind, therefore not fitting into the category 

of .ill1.§. r.ationi8. Yet:, they were held. to be intentionally n6n-

existing objects, for at the time of the hunger, or thirst, 

or promise of a florin, no particular physical object had. 

been the object of consciousness, but only some "indefinite 

intentional obj ect ". The appeal to such obj ects is mislead-

ing, for indeed it is the desire Ivhich is indefinite, and not 

the object of satisfactionibut· Brentano adopted this third 

category at one point, in his career" dubbing such a category 

as §J1.§. n.2n r..ea,li a, to account for such lIintentiona.lly inexis-

ting" objects '\1'hich Burley had pointed. out beyond minct .... depen-

dent objects. In a letter to Anton Harty in 1906, Brentano 

stated: 
••• the point is that the u'lc_erst anding does no.Je 
prodHc~ such entities. 

But if one must speak of such entities, then 
one should be consistent 2nd affirm that in 
addition to whatever is a thing, there is a 
second set of entities, subsisting quite inde
pendently of reason, and. that these might be 
called §.ntiB gQQ re8~ia, but not enti~ ration~g. 
I ,,<vould say that relations and concepts such as 
~ha12e.,_"extensio.n" nO)i~t~ou (I am speaking of the 
concreta in question are included among things. 



What leads to the .§ill:'"ia r.atioTlJs is best recog
nized in those cases where this term is ma-st. 9 
appropriate -- i.e., fA as object of thought'. 
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Physical objects, ill1.§. r,atL<2.[lis (imaginative and con-, 

ceptual), and §11§. !lQ.!1 realia --- these are the classes of ob

jects of our consciousness for Brentanoo Yet, Brentano d.id 

realize the error Burley committed in projecting upon the 

world of concrete particulars the indefiniteness which gener-

al terms impose. He did not fail into the error of asserting 

the existence of the class as well as its members. The ob-

j ects must be, claimed Brentano, far more specifi c than 

Burley's indefinit·e object. Even such an enti a non re.g,lia -- ~ ---.;.-
must be seen as a thing, and as a concrete thing. And here 

we enter upon perhaps the most imp-ortant discoveries of 

Brentano, so far as the later phenomenologists are concerned, 

and most esp"ecially Sartre. This ontological discovery is 

that, not only does IIhe ,'Tho thinks some one thing, think 

something which is 114 but that \,re can 9.11U think of §"Q.l1U~ Qrf..§. 

:thing. In a letter to Oskar Kraus Brentano "Trites: 
I shall begin at once, today, by giving you \·;hat 
I believe to be a simple and rigorous proof of 
the fact that only thi.Q.g§. ca.'1 be 0 bj ects of our 
ideas and therefore that only things can be ob..,.· 
jects of any typ'e of mental activity at all. 

The proof is based upon the fact that the 
concept of having an idea -_. of hs.ving some
thing before the mind -- is one that is uni
form; the term 'thought', therefore is uni
vocal aild not equivocal. But it is essential 

-------------~,----------------------------.------~--------.-------9Franz Brentano, .The. !lX.1le and. :the ED d8~ pp. 80-1 .• 



to this concept that thinking be always a matter 
of thinking of something. If the term 'some
thing' were ambiguous, then the term 'thought' 
would also be ambiguous. And therefore it is 
not possible to interpret this 'something' as 
being at one time a thing a...n.d at another time 
a non-thing~ for there is no concept v1hich cClltld 
be common to things and non-things$ 

One may verify the result, again and again, by 
analysing those cases in Ivhich a non-.. thing appears 
to be the object of a person's thought •••• And also 
this: that vThenever 'we do seem· to be concerned 
wi th a non-thing, l,re will find --' if 'Vie are 
attenti ve enough -_. that there is in fact some 
:tb-ing ':lith ivhich our thought is also concerned 
••• it is good to remind ourselves of Leibniz's 
pertinent observation: 'whenever \'re put anything 
into abstract terms, \'1e should be prepared to 
tra...n.slate it back into concrete terms 1 in order 
to be sure that 'we have not altered the sense .10 
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1'men "Te think, we think of .§.Q]lSithi!]£. Further l this 

is some one thing, and thought remains univocal. Brentano' 

explains: 
o •• if the term 'something' has no unambiguous 
meening in the expression 'to think of something', 
then the term 'thought' itself canna:t be univocal. 
The fact that the term is univocal cannot be de-

. nied;' •• e. The 'something' is the obis9.i of our 
thoughts -- in the one case ,. hoI'S e; in another, 
that I'Thich is coloured; in a...n.other, the soul; find 
so on. But the term 'horse' CLoes not signify 
r contemplated. horse', or I horse vThich is thought 
about', the -'cerm 'coloured' does not signify 
'coloured thing ;,'Thich is thought about I, and the 
term 'soul' does not signify t soul ,vhich is 
thought about r • For other,vise one who affirmed 
or accepted a. horse ''lauld be affirming or acce:pt
ing, not a horse, but a 'contemplated horse'; or, 
more precisely, he "lould be accepting or affirrrt-· 
ing a person thinking about a horse, 8nd this is 
certa.inly false. To see the matter even more 
clearly, you might want to consider the following. 

----.--------.------------------------------------------------~------
lOFranz Brentano, Tl}e, True and 1h.§. Evident, p. 94. 



If the 'something' in the expression 'to think 
about something t really meant only 'somlthing . 
thought about t, then the t something I in to re
j.ect or deny something' "Iould meaD no more nor 
no less than 'something rejected or denied'. 
But nothing could be more obvious tha.n the fact 
that if a man rej ects or deni es a thing, he 
does lli?.i reject or deny it as something rejected 
or denied; on the contrary ~ he knovis it as 
something \\)"hich he himself does rej ect or deny. 11 
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Thus any object of thoughtis some one thing, vrhether 

or not that thought poses imaginative or conceptual obj ects 

li,hich have no physical existence in themselves. We see here 

a problem emerging in this thesis of Burley: the object must 

be some definite thing, and not merely aD indefinite product 

of intellection, of the understanding. Burley' s ~. lli211 

!:§.alj.a, \vas precisely an example of some such indefinite ob-

ject of the intentional consciousness vThich J3rentano here 

comes to grips with. Objects of indefinite character such as 

vague abstractions of intellection and general 'words must be 

called into question,. if indeed obj ~cts of consciousness are 

definite thingso If in hunger we only crave a definite ob-

j ect, or at least it is ourselves \,Thich are indefinite and not 

the obj ect hungered for, \'That becomes of m1.§. !19Jl reali.a as a 

category of intentional objects? Can the desired object of a 

desiring consciousness be merely this indefinite '~bject of 

thought", or can ;,ve only ever have a definite object desired 
. 

to satisfy? In a letter to his friend Anton Marty, Brentano 

llFranz Brentano, ~ ,True ,and the F.i} .. ent, pp. 95-6. 



stated: 
But by an obi§ct of a thought I meant what it is 
that is thought about, whether or not there is 
anything outside the mind corresponding to the 
thought. . 

It has never been my viel'T that the imm§.rr§'1i 
object is identica.l with 'object of thought' 
(YQ.I:.g.E~st.?;JJ-~ 9_bJek~). What vIe think about is 
the 9_bj ey.t, or thinE and not the 'obj ect of 
thought'. If, in our thought, '\ye cont emplate a 
horse, our thought has as its immanent object 
not a t contem.plated horse', but a ho~~. And 
strictly speaking only the horse ~- not the 'con
templated horse' .--' can be called an abj ect •• 0. 

I have ali-lays held (in agreement 'I'lith Aristotle) 
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that 'horse' ana. not 'contempla.ted horse' is the 
immanent object of thoughts that pertain to horses:J- 2 

We see then, a major shift in Brente_no IS position 

from the initial positing of "intentional inexistence ll invol-

ving erL§.. L?_ti.QD-if2, and ~.n~ n-.g.Q.. reali...B. Origlnally a psycho'

logical thesis to explaili intentional reference to menial ob--

j ects, the position vJas soon abal'ldoned by Brentano Simply be-

cause the obj ects referred to vTere inexistent. HOi'T can some-

thing be asserted to ,be inexistent and also be asserted as 

the existing object referred to? vfuatever our consciousness 

of an object, that intention8l refArence is to~ an obj ect 

which must be in some manner, in order to be referred to at 

all .. ' Brentano came to reject all intentional reference to 

entia. it.ttalt~: all reference is directed upon 1b.ings, and as 

such the irrealig of Burley is rejected. One cannot promise 

~o marry someone, vii th no particular person in mind, ~d keep 

-----_._--._-----._._----_ .... ---,--_._--_. 
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the promise! Brentano stated that "i t ·would be paradoxical 

to the highest degree to suppose that you could promise to 

marry an .§1l§. rationi_El and then to keep that promise by marvy

ing: an actual, concrete particular."13 To be conscious is to 

be conscious of a particular thing. \'lhether the object is a 

physical or a mental obj ect, as the ob.j ect thought, the ob-

ject is so in its olm right and not merely an .intentionally 

inexistent object. Primary consciousness has for its objects 

horses and not contemplated horses; it is concerned only loTi th 

the objects of consciousness, and not with the consciousness 

of objects. If I think about Pegasus, it is precisely Pega-

sus l,v-hich is the intentional object of that thought: Pegasus 

as an individual phenomenon is posited as the object of my 

thought. In this case there 1--TOuld be a non-reflexive imman-

ent obj ect but no "real 11 or physica~ly existing obj ect. But 

if I think of the moon, on the contrary,then along with the 

so-called immanent object, there 11OUlo. also be a;"real" object 

which exists "outside the mind 11. Neve-rtheless, it is to' the 

object J..:l:;se).:( that judgements (e. g. accept ance, affirmation, 

deni ~l, etc.)· are directed a1'ld not to the "obj ect of thought ". 

For example, "'Then American astronauts approached the moon for 

their first landing, it was not to"Tard the "0 bj ect of thought II 

(vorgestelltes objekt) that their pTeparations and purpcrseful 

13Franz Brentano, ?sycho~ozie YQ~ em)irischen Steni
p.,unkt" quoted by Oska.r Kraus in the introduction 2nd. ed.; 
Leipzig, 1924), p. xlix. It would seem that Brentano should 
have vJTitten .§11.§. irre.£.le in lieu of §l§. r.ationiElo 
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decisions were directed -- but' tOvis-rd the actual moon, the 

physical 0 b"j ect, the. §11§. L§.gli a e Consciousness i.s not inten

tionally directed upon obj ects that exist merely in our under-

standing -- .2ll..§. i:rL§..11.;t.e -- but up-on the actual obj ects. If I 

am hungry, I may \"ell be indefinite as to vlhat I ''lould like 

to Ie at , but only actual food will satisfy my hunger 0 Diogenes 

was looking for an honest man 'wi thout knol,jing if such a man 

"in factI! existed; but the object of his quest \vas an §ctual 

honest ma.n, not an intentionally inexistent honest man. 

Indeed, if' liintentional inexistence n is adopted, ;"That 'was 

Diogenes searching for, since he must have already possessed 

the honest man as an intentionall~ inexisting immanent ob

ject? If objects of consciousness therefore are actual ob

jects a.nd not merely the intentional objects of the under

standing 1 then they are transcendent, i. e. not of the u....'1der

standing! This is the important announcement OI the ontolog

ical aspect of the intentional thesis. The obj ect of thought 

is what is thought about; it is not the thinkinge VJhether 

this object or phenomenon is a physical object (lik€ the moon, 

or Diogenes I honest man) or a mental obj ect (like Pythagorus t 

theorem or Pegasus), the object of consciousness is the ob

ject it~. This can only mean that the object is not the 

c·ontemplating, but that which is contemplated. The obj ect is 

transcendent in so far as it is not that consciousness: it is 

the object of that consciousness. Consciousness has for its 



obj ect something \vhi ch is be:~ond itself, "Thich is tra.:r1scen

dent to itself. Whether the object is 8...11 ~nti'2: rationis or 
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an ~ 1'..§:a;l.i.Q? §;§. the obj ect of thought, the obj'ect is an ob

ject ;in its O'l,m right, and not merely intended in the thought: 

it transcends the consciousness 'which takes it for an obj ect 0 

Consciousness is consciousness of something;' but I'Te 

have stated that this so.mething is transcendent to that con-

sciousness. H01'T is this possible and iv-hat does it mean? If 

I keep a ta.ble constantly in view, yet "Talk arOlnd it, I am 

continually conscious of that same table ,vhich remains such 

throughout my perception of it. Yet, the p-erception has 

changed continuously. The ta.ble is a continuum of spatially 

alteri:t;lE perceptions, and tempora11;y- altering perceptions if 

I stop and vlatch it fixedly from one pBrspective. It is the 

perception which is in the steady flow of consciousness then, 

and not the tableo The perceptions are constantly in flUX, 

'whereas the perspected _0- the table itself "lith all its a.s

pects, parts, phases, perspectives, etce -- are necessarily 

transcendent to that fluxo To be sure, the table is as it 

appears, but it appears in a series or continuum of differing 

appl8arances. The consciousness synthesi zes this continuum of 

past and ever-changing present perceptions to give me the in

tui tion of the 0 obj ect through its 8,ppea.rances. Thus the 

table is tr~mscendent to the perceptions I have of it, but the 

tanle is constituted by those same perceptions. This is the 
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meaning of intentional constitution of the obj ect: "the 

thing is the intentional unity, th8t"l,;hich l'le are conscious 

of as one and. self-identical within the continuously ordered 

flo't'l of perceptual p2,tterns as they pass the one into the 

other. 11 Perception !lis the one identicaJ: thing derived 

through the confluence into one gpi t;x: 'of .?_P'Drehens,ion. n14 

Thus the intuition of an obj ect and that obj ect itself are 

essentially related: the intuited is given in the intuition, 

but it is not that intuition, it is transcendent to that in

tuition; for it is the intentional synthesis of all po"Ssi ble 

intuition. I turn a cube in my hand: I can only see three 

sides in anyone intui ti,on, yet I am conscious of the obj ect 

as cube t as a six-sided object, transcending this one intu

ition as the synthesis of former intuitions (and possible 

future ones as I continue to turn it) ;,1hich revealed. t he other 

three sides not revealed in this one intuiting consciousness. 

In perceptual consciousness then, I run conscious of an ob-

j ect, but that obj ect necessarily is transcendent to the per

cept~al consciousness I have of it -- it is the synthesis of 

all possible immediate consciousnesses. Thus, the simple 

formula that consciousness is al'ways consciousness of some

thing, provides us i'li th the more general concH tion that all 

consciousness is transcendent, that !la thing cannot be given 

14Edmund Husserl, Ideas, p. 119. 
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as really immc::tnent in any possible percepti on, or, generally, 

in any possible consciousnessc ll15 It is eQually clear that 

the S8me ,;,rill hold for any object of consciousness. I hear 

a voice, but I hear it from in a series of perceptions i,rl1ich 

could be ~mother series (iarther avray, for instance) of the 

self-same sound~ I imagine Pegasus, but my imaginative con-

sciousness could imagine the sarne idea ,;·Ti th other imaginative 

properties~ etc •. 

In other iwrds, the sensory data \'l11i ch exercise the 

function of ~oresenting the obj ect to consciousness, are not 

the object; they are particular all·peara:tlces of the object ;,lhich 

my intentional consciousness synthesi7.es into a unity \'lhich I 

call the objecte The sensory data are the pers})8ctiv8 v8xia-

bles, or experiences o:c the objectc Objects are given 

through experience, through the perspective v8xiables, but 

remain necess2xily essentially related to the ]?el'specti ves or 

sense d.ata .. 

Thus consciousness must be seen as a ne';'T dualism, the 

psychological, noetic aspect of any act of consciousness in-

dissoluably tied to a. no ematic correlate, a c1efini te object 0 

Consciousness is no longer a self-sufficient and self-contain-· 

ed interiority. Re .. ther,. it must be conceived as a kind. of 

I1directec1ness II or "point ing tOI'Tards II the 0'0 j ect of l'lhich it 
oj ., .. 

----,,-----------
l5'Rdmlmd Husserl, Idea.s, p'. 120'. 
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must be a consciousness in or'ler to even have meening as 

being consciousnesse As consciousness of stlmething then, 

consciousness is "said to be I intentionally related I -to this 

something" 1116 An indissoluble relationship ties conscious-

ness to a imrld: the very fact that it is consciousness im-· 

plies that it is consciousness of that ilwrld. The pogito 

implies a vmrld as its Q.Q..£:~LtatUJlJ..o i'lhat onto'logical status 

thi:s obj ect-world is to have ivill be the result of the analy-

sis of the objects of consciousness themselves in chapter III. 

This ivarld I·iill be as I am conscious of it; the vTorld as' it 

appears to the 9.Qgi tQ is the only meaningful \vorld~ as Kant 

has said. But the fact that it ap~oears can be the only just-

ification of its existence. It 'will appear as the necessary 

noematic correlate to my consciousness, and. as that correlate, 

will construct the noematic ,'mrld fOT consci ousness. COl1-

sciousness is not alone, but is only in relation to the ob-

jects of 1fhich it is a consciousness. As Husserl states: 

I1Common language catches this sens e of I relativity I, sawing, 

I 'd8,S thinking of something, I "~ras fright eneo. of something, 

etc."17 All consciousness is intentional, because 8.11 con-

e)ciousnoss must have the essential reference ch8.racter to 

----------_. . _. _.. - ----------,---
16Ea.mun~ Husserl, Ide~~~, p. 108. 

17Edmuncl Husserl, "Phenomenology "i, Erlcyclonae¢l.ia 
wit8nn~cg, lLtth ed .. (192'2),XV'I 700 .. 
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the phenomena of 'which it is a consciousness. "In unreflec-

tive consciousness lie are tdirected' upon objects, l'J'e til1-

,tenet r then; 1118 Intentionality means this peculiarity of 

human consciousness -- lito be a consciousness 0:( something;,n 

to denote something, to refer to something v.Thich exists in 

some maD..ner as a definite transcenden,t obj ect.. vIe shall see 

that in the very act of reference i-Thereby objects are pre

sented in the consciousness of them, they llappearl1 to COl1-

sciousness as tra11scendent obj ects of that consciousness. 

'I'le have seen tha:!; consciousness is of its objects and these 

obj ects are not that consciousness.. He must nOl'7 examine the 

thesis of intentionality to investigate further that objects 

are not in that consciousness, an exaraination i'lhich may \'lell 

require an alteration from our normally accepted view o:f the 

image. 

----------------------------._._ .. --.----------------,-----------------------
18Ed.ffiund Husserl, "Phenomenologyll, p. 7000 
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MISCONCEPTIONS OF THE IMAGE AND ASSOCIATIONISM 

Consciousness is consciousness of something. Further, 

this something is seen to be a definite object, necessarily 

transcendent to the consciousness vlhich experiences it, and 

it is essentially related to this intending consciousness to,' 

But, here a further consideration ensues~ For the 

experience of an object is possible only as experience o I 

have only perspective variables (or "sense datal!) of the per

spected object" But as experience~ as sense d,ata, as p'er-

spective variables, this exp'erienc,s is not s'pat1%l"Thus, 

for inst ance , the table ?_ppeared, a,s br01ID., as hard:1 as three

dimensional, as rectangular" I am conscious of a table 1·rith 

spatial features. But it is nonsensical to consider the con-

sciousness, the app-earance, the sense dat a? of that tabI,e as 

brown, hard, or rectangularo The experience of a rectrulgular 

object is itself not rectangular. The consciousness I have 

of the table has no tlcontent", for the spatiaTity of the ob-

ject cannot itself enter into my consciousnesso liThe p'er

spected varia,bIe (the object), however, is in principle 

possible only as spatial, but not possible as experience. II] 

l experience hardness through my experience of the object;; my 

1 ' Edmund Husser1, Ide~g, po 119" 
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exp~erience is of hardness, it is not hard itself. The hard

ness, the spatial features belong to the transcendent object 

experienced and not to the consciousness, the experie.nce i t

self" Thus my "consciousness is positional in that it trarl

scends itself in order to reach an object .. It itA table is not 

in consciousness -- not even in the capacity of a represen

tation. tl2 The spatiality of a table remains transcendent to 

my consciousness, and care must be t aken";to avoid such 

expressions as phenomena existing "in the world" as opposed 

to phenomena existing "in the. mind". Consciousness :posits 

all its objects as transcendent, and as such that object 

Cru1110t enter into consciousness.. Consciousness is a con-

sciousness of its object; it does not contain its object, 

even in image form: 
All that there is of lJl1~ntiill1 in my actual 
consciousness is directed tOiJIrard the outside, 
toward the table; all:,my judgements or 
practical activities, all, my present inclina
tions transcend themselves; they aim at the 
table and are absorbed in itc 3 

Yet , it would seem that we normally do': tacitly 

assume that objects exist vithin the psyche, opposing ob

jects Ifin the world" with objects existing only "in the mind" • 

. This view posits an image or, idea in the mind as a ttpicture It 

2Jean~Paul Sartre, Beip~ and N~thi~gg~ss, trans. H. 
Barnes (New York: 'Washington Square Press, 1966), p. lxi. 

3Jean-Paul Sartre, Being ~ N£thingness, p. lxi. 
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or "copy" of the original (which mayor may not be extended 

in space)" This picture is looked on as a "mental snapshot" 

in the psycheo Our ordinary language portrays our acceptance 

of this vie'w in the use of such phrases as iiI see it in my 

mind's eye" , "l see her a.s clearly in my mind as the day she 

walked through that door! II, etc. Indeed, "we pictured con-

sCJLousness as a place peopled with sm9.11 likenesses a.nd these 

likenesses I'Tere the images" ,,4 For instance: ' 
When I say that 'I have an image of Peter', it 
is believed that I nOvl have a certain picture 
of Peter in my consciousness. The object of 
my actua,l consciousness "I'muld be precisely 
this pictures and Peter f the man of flesh and 
bone, would only be reached very indirectly, 
in an 'extrinsic' manner, because it is he 
whom the picture represents ••• 0 In other ivords, 
an image is inherently like the material ob
ject it represents. 5 

Sartre calls this tendency to consider the transcendent 

physical prope-tties of objects as more or less residing in 

the psyche the "illusion d'immanenceo u6 Arising from the use 

of spatial metaphors, "vlithout doubt, the origin of thi s 

deception should be sought out in our habit of -chinking in 

sp-ace and in terms of space. 117 
_________________________________ r ______________ __ 

4Jean-Paul Sartre, 1~~ ~ychol~~ of Jffi~_~jiQn, 
trans" Bernard Frechtman (Nevi York: \I[ashington Square Press, 
1966)p pp. 4-5. 

5Jean-Paul Sartre, !h§. ffiychology 2i. Ima€';inati.ol.1, pp,'" 
7-8" 

6Jean-Paul Sartre~ ~ I Irr~LnaiJ:§.." (Paris : Editions 
Gallima.rd, 1940), p. 15. 

7 Jean-Paul Sartre, Jhe. PsycholQ.gy of Imagi,~tiol1, p. 50 
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Accordingly, Sartre names Hume as a firm exponent of 

this misconception. Later associationism may rely more fQl.ly 

upon such a vievl of consciousness, but from the outset the 

critique Sartre levels up~n Hume must be seen as somewhat 

sUJperficial and talcen out of context 0 Hume only ever consid

er~:'!d the mind as a collection of impressions and images, and 

not as an independently existing cauIdron or box in which 

these perceptions were collected. Hmne's mind is a collection 

of the marbles (ideas and impressions) and not the marble bago 

itself. Although Sartre's reading and analysis of Hume's 

position is therefore somewhat erroneous~ his thesis is· none 

the less only damaged. by the exemplary author he refutes. 

One could just as well invent a position relying on the 

illusion. of immanence. The later ·associationism 9 assurned f for 

instance 9 in Freudian psychology, and Sartre1s O'im horror of 

psychologism 9 perhaps led Sartre to such a reading of Hume, 

ho-wrever innocent Hume might be concerning the question in 

hand o I thinle one could easily include Vii ttgenstein i.n 

Sartre's illusion of immanence, especially since he specific

ally employs mental "pictures II in the mind as modes of real'i ty. 

In vievl of Sartre's irresponsible attribution to Hume's 

position that it included a mind which was independently ex

istent of the images)~ which those images resided, it might 

be well to briefly include just such a position here from 

another source. I cite a passage from one of my current 



professors, Fernand Van Steenberghen: 
My consciousness is stocked \vi th a great- n.umber 
of images, which are residues of my previous 
perceptions" ••• I can by conscious effort rein-
force this presence and bring a c-erta-in image 
to the fore in my consciousness~ ••• They remain 
in my consciousness when the sensory datum has 
disappeared 0 The images are corporeal, in the 
sense that they represent the corporeal datu~ 
wi th its spatio-temporal characteristi cs ••• The 
image presents itself ••• as a mysterious 'means' 
of evoking the 0 bj ect in my consci ousness wi, th-
out appealing to an external sensory perception. 8 
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Such a position is certainly that ,vhich Sartre erron-

eously believed Hume had adopted.. lmy associationism which 

posits the mind as existing in addition to the bundle of im-

ages and impressions JtJ.ouid seem to I,ead directly' to such a 

posi tion 9 and perhaps Sartre t S misreading of Hume had led 

him to consider Hume in this pOSition" With suoh forewarning 

of the misrepresentation of Hume's theory of mind, let us con-

ti:nue to examine Sartre's critique of the illusion of imman-

enee. 

According to such a pOSition, images actually exist 

in the mill£, although the qualities these images possess in 

the mind are never seriously examined o Their qualities are 

taken to be r..~-ap:pear~ of the sp-atial object, despite the 

fact that the "image" may be composed of different "reappear-

» ( ances rearranged somehow by the imagination eog. Pegasus: a 

8F~rnand Van Steenberghen, ~ist~mology, 7rans. 
Martin Flynn (Uevl York: Joseph F. Wagner Inc ... , 1949), po 122 .. 
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horse plus wings, etc.). Thus the image and the impression 

both occur in the mind, yet the qualities they possess there 

differ only in degree and not in kind: 
'Tis evident at first sight, that the ideas of 
the memory are much more lively and strong than 
those of the imagination, and that the former 
faculty paints its objects in more distinct 
colours A than any which are emplo' d by th~ 
latter .. ~ 

The "menta~ pictures II or ideas of the' imagination ~ from 

those of memory, but they do so only in the degree of vivid

ness 0 They sh'are essenti ally the Same properti es, on.e being 

a 80rt of "copy II of the other r they differ basically only in 

degree and not in kinde According to the degree of differ

ence, their strength or ,v-eakness, Rume would cat egori ze them 

as either one or the other of the two faculties~ 
Those perceptions \"hich enter "lith most force 
and viOLence we n8Jne im]2X~~QiQl1§.; and under 
this name I comprehend all the sensations~ 
passi)ns and emotions, as they make their 
first appearance in the soul.. By 1geas I 
mean the faint images of these in thinking 
and reasoning; c • "I believe it "Till not be 
necessary to employ many 1vords in explaining 
this distinction. Everyone of himself will 
readily perceive the difference betwixt feel
ing and thinking. The common de~rees of 
these are easily distinguishedo lv 

But 0re they so easily distinguished if their difference is 

one of degrees and not essentially of nature? Several ob

~ ervat ions may be ma.d e • 

9David Rume, A Treatise of Human U~d~rstandi.M!, ed. 
L .. A. Selby-Begge (London::-OxfordPr'ess, 1888;, p. 9. 

1-2,. 
lODavici Rume, .A 1.:rJlliJ;ise. Qf II,umen ~ers.:t®d.i,J;!g, pp. 
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There are impressions and ideas; the latter are I're_ 

appearances in the soul It of the former. If' all mental activ-

ity is maintained to be but such reappearances or images of 

perception and the rearrangement of these by imagination, 

then perhaps it is true that Uthe emp:i:ricism of Hume endeav

ours to reduce all thought to a system of images"nrl For 
.. 

human thought by such an account must be redtlCed to mere 

rearrangement of the "things tl of the physical world, and any 

or:lgina:lity beyond variations of camp-osition of the "picture ll 

is dismissed.. The mind can rearrange, but never truly create .. 

But, the reduction of all thought to mere tlrearrangementstl 

has, a misleading spatial connotation unfortunately followed 

by Hume~ As has been pointed out, "this view inevitably 

leads to the belief that images are some sort of mental pic-

ture~ a kind of internal ~ll1alog;ue to a real picture or photo

gTaph .. - From these internal snapshots we can obtain informa

tion in the same way that we can obta.in information from a 

real snapshot; memory consists partially in looking at our 

picture collection .. n12 

The standpoint of the IIpicture-image It if~~ preciS ely 

its representational form; the image or picture is one thing, 

the perception which it represents is something else quite 

IlJean-Paul Sartre, L t Imaginatiol1, (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1969), p\ 12. 

12 Mp.nseri Sartrei. .£ ?:.,hilosoJ2hical .§t ugy , (Londoub 
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different. The position Hume takes is that the object in 

the imagination is extrinsic to the object perceived because 

it is in fact a representation of it: 
But to form the idea of an object, and to form 
an idea simply is the same thing; the reference 
of the ide:sl. to an ·obj ect being an extrruleous 
denomination, of which in itself it bears no 
mark or character e Now as ttis impossible to 
form 8.n idea of an object, that is possest of 
no precise degree of either; it fpllows~ that 
there is an equal impossibility of forming an 
idea, that is not limited and confined in both 
these pa.rticulars 0 Abstract ideas are therefore 
in themselV"es incH V"iduaL, however they may be
come general in their representationo The 
image in the mind is only that of a particular 
objectc 13 

On this account there are perceptionso Further, 

there are "idea.s II or "faint ima.ges II of the percepti ons, re-

membered or resuscitated in the mind, and therefore less 

vi vi <10 They differ radically in character from the p·ercep

tion, since they are re-pr~sentations only; but they partake 

of the same qualitieso There are two distinct entities, 

sharing the same qualities~ but fund&~entally differing only 

in the vividness of those qualitieso 

Here a problem arises for Hurne.. The idea 1.tse1'£:., as 

an adequate reproduction, must be "possest ofll the same 

qualities as the object of the perception (differing only in 

degree), despite this extraneous relationship, or it will 

f8:i.l to "copy" or reproduce properly that perceptiono This 

13David Hume, A Tr:ea.ti.$...e of Human Understanding, p. 
20\ 
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has ti'lO profound ramificatioLs for HUJ;ij.e I s thesis" 

First , despite the fact that the idea is 8n entirely, 

dif'ferent and separate entity in the mind, with an extraneous 

and representational relation to the p-erception, none the Tess 

the idea must somehow share the same qualities as that per

ceptionc The image and the percept must share the same de

terminations of these qualities or the representation will 

not be accuratec The mind becomes a type of camera 1"hich re-

duces the objects of perception to objects as images, yet it 

reduces them in vividness only.o All the original qualities 

of the perception, including its physical properties and 

spatial relationships as perceived, must be reproduced in the, 

imagination, or the representation has not been accurately 

madeo "Thinking" becomes the assembly of these faded pho-to

graphs, the images in themselves necessa,rily maintai,ning the 

qualities of the perception despit~ their extraneous relation

ship with the object from vrhich they somehow copy their 

quali tieso 

5. 

Sartre cri ti ci zes Hume in the follow'ing lines: 
According to this vie'i'T my actual idea of a chair 
has but an extraneous relation to the existing 
chair 0 •• "lhat can this mean 'but that, for Hume, 
the idea of chair and the chair ail an idea are 
one and same thingo To have an idea of chair is 
to have a chair in consciou.sness o That this is 
so is §lho1'm' by the fact that what is true of the 
o.bject is also true of the ideao If the object 
must have a determined quantity or quality, then 
the idea must also possess these cleterminationsc I4 

14Jean-Paul Sartre ~ ~hE:. Psychology of lm-aginatioJl~ :po 
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But Sartre's critiqu~ is wholly false and unsubstan

tiated, ironically by his O,\,lll reasoning~ If the idea is a 

copy of the impression, then as vfe shall see, problems of 

distinguishing them may indeed arise. However, we have s~en 

that the perception of the hardness of the chair does not 

lead to a perception w"hich has the property "hard ". The 

spatial properties remain trru1scendent to the perception, re

siding in the chair, not the perceptual consciousness.. Hume's 

ideas are merely copies of the perceptual consciousness 

(impressions), only less vivid" Therefore, "w'hat is true of 

the object n is T1:;.0.t., "also true of the idea tl , but only what is 

true of the impression 'is true of the idea; and spatial prop

erties have been ruled out of perceptual consciousnesse Ob-

jects of impressions are reduced. to objects as imagesr it is 

not the case that objects of the spatial ,,[orld are reduced to; 

images. Surely, this is i'That Hume, me1?U'lS by saying ideas bear 

an extrinsic relationship to the objects: they do not nor 

cannot possess its spatial prop-erties which necessarily are 

transcendent to any conscious experience we have of them. 

~,'he determinations' of the idea are not those of the Qm§.Qi, 

but copied determinations of the impression. Thus lito have 

an idea of chair" is n..o.i "to have a'~chair in consciousness "; 
. 

such a pOSition is absurd. Rather~ to have an idea of chair 

is to have a chair .§& §1!1 ~ in consciousness. Sartre here 

not only assumes that Hume posits the mind as containing 
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ideas rather tha..l1 merely being the collection of those ideas; 

hel quite falsely accuses Hume of stating that ideas are not 

copies of the impressions, but of the actually existing ob

ject "chair II. Nowhere, it seE?ms to me, has Hume departed 

from his position that ideas are and can only be copies of 

the impressions alone~ and as such bear an extraneous rela

tion to (are transcendent to!:) those' spatial qualities of 

the objecto 

Accordingly, the insinuation. ,Sartre ;3Jlakes that Hume I s 

posi tion entails ideas 1·rtth spati al properties in. the mind is 

doubly erroneous o The position he takes to Hu~e's theory is 

absurd, given a proper reading of Rumeo To imply tha.t the 

cha.ir would burn in my mind as idea just as the chalr would 

burn in space, and therefore to ask if the mind gets hot~ is 

ludicrous. Since the impression is ~i heat~ and it itself 

not hot ~ the idea "'ivhich copi es that impression C8.n only be 

a "weaker impression tt .Qf heat ~ and not hot ei thero Since the 

im:pression is not capable of representing heat, the idea can-· 

not represent heat eithere 

However, Sartre does point out that Rume's theory of 

impressions and ideas -- one being the copy of the other -.

leads to a basic philosophical problem of ultimate distinc

tion bet'ween the tvTO & Sartre believed the disti.nctions be

tvleen ideas and impressions, the objects of imaginative 2nd 

perceptual consciousness, were fundamental' '. ", as we 

,. 
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shall see in the next chaptero It would ao well to examine 

Sartre's cri ti que of Hume' s Ilfailureu to account for their 

ultimate distinction" This is a major point of disagreement 

bet·ween Sartre and Hume, for just as Sartre' s purpose of 

L'Imaginaire ~vas precisely to point out how these distinctions 

were experienced, it was one of the main purposes of Hu~e's 

Treatis.§. to sho·w that the problem of ultimate distinction 

bet"reen impressions and ideas was irresolvable .. 

·Hume states that the idea and the perception differ 

in their Q..egree~ of quality and quantity, and that this alone 

is sufficient to make them two gi..§j;inct~ entities.. They are 

distingu~shable by their varying degrees of vividness of any 

gi'V"en quality.. Yet, the·y cannot fundamentally differ in 

nature, because they share the ~ qualities which differ 

only in degree, not in kindo This leads to one of Hume's 

greatest difficulties regarding the image" For despite its 

separated existence, the qualities of the image are precisely 

and exactly those of perception; othendse the "representation" 

has not been made. Hume must ultimately face the problem 

that. his conceptual and imaginative "ima.ges" are not separ

able from the perception! The image can never be recognizec1 

a.s a truly separate entity, if it must have all the qualities 

and onlX the qualities of the perception, yet differ only in 

degree of vividness. For, if the difference is only in 

matter of degree, one is ultimately faced with the problem of 
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what criteria ~:Till distinguish the one as representation from 

thE~ other as the thing represented 0 In short, our "picture 

gallery" has originals and l??rfeg.i copies, and the curator 

has: the problem of' distinguishing the picture from the origin

al. Is this criteriOIlof vividness alone, then, enough to 

distinguish the original (impression) from the copy (image)? 

For Hume the problem of a "separate" idea' which nevertheJ.:ess 

shares preCisely and only the qualities of that impression 

which it represents is never resolvedo That which is first 

of all given as fundamentally and necessarily co~non, quaI

itati vely's cannot be ultimately distinguished \',ithout the 

initial determinations for their exact similitude being inval

idated. ThiS, of course, would be tantamount to invalidating 

the entire metaphysical basis to the philosophy of the image 

for Bume o This question must be pursued to see if, indeed, 

Burne C8.l1..t"lot fundamentally distinguish his perception from his 

weruker but otherwise exact copy. 

For Hume,mental objects exist as representational of, 

but 8re asserted to be for the most part quite distinct from 

the original impreSSion. Yet J adoption of such a view' leads 

Bume to construct a world of the imaginative consciousness 

out of objects entirely like those of perceptua.l conscious

~ess, only less vivid. 

Bume had sta.ted, concerning impressions and ideas 

thai:; ttEveryone of himself will readily perceive the distinc-

,.. 
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tion betwixt feeling 2nd thinking" "15 Yet, he fails himself 

to p-lunge deeper into the status which he has given the 

image, which somehOVl borrows its qualities from the impress

ions Ivhich it must adequat.ely represent. It is fair enough 

not to push for the "causes" of the impressions in his casual 

mechanism 1 which "arise in the soul .from unknovm causes,," 

HO'llrever, this should have been yet another warninge For his 

causali ty ca,71not explain the "'fray in lv-hieh the img&.es in .ill!.! 

minCj& imitate the mysterious association of impressions in 

order to give us these "mental pictures"$ As Sartre states, 

Hume's images "adhere together according to attractions lvhich 

($.re semi-mechanical and semi-magical in nature..., ,,16 For the 

ideas "borrow ll this magical/mechanical association, just as 

they "borrow'" all of their qualities from the impressions. 

Nevertheless, Hurne maintains for his impressions and ideas, 

that the "common degrees are easily distinguishedo ll Yet, 

hOi'T are they to be distinguished? A distinction in the vi vid

ness of the same quali ti es is not enough" His mistake .".TaS to 

assume from the outset that images and impressions were fun

dallH:mtally alike: i.e .. partake in the same characteristics, 

but differ only in their amQupt or degree of participation in 

those characteristicse The obvious result is ths.t he ivou!d 

15David Hume, A Treatise.of ~~ ~nderstsnd~gg, po 1 .. 

16Jean-Paul Sartre, L f Ima.gJ-natiQn., 1)''0 13 e Hy ovm 
translations are used throught this papero 
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never find the precise manner by which they "Ivere actually 

distinguished.. In positing images as copies of impressions; 

copying their quali ti es as 1'7811, Hume has made them funda-· 

mentally the same: 
••• for Hume the image is an element of thought 
exacting adherent to the perception, presenting 
the same discontinuity and the same individual
ity as perception. According to Hume the idea 
appears as a weakened aspect of perception, an 
echo which temporally follo,vs it ..... the idea is 
an. exact replic a of the 0 bj ect, opaque and im ... 
p-enetrable as the obj ect, rigid and stiff, i t
self a thing .. 17 

It is precis.ely becau~e they have the ~ qualities 

that Hume's perceptions and ideas must have the same nature; 

however, it may be that they differ in their degrees 'Of these 

quali ties. For Hume the image and the perception become fun-

damentally identical in nature, but different in intensity .. 

The perceptions are the "strong impressions II, 1P!hereas the 

images are, indeed, the uweak impress~onsli, in so far as they 

are Ivealrer mechanical reappearances of that same impression: 
The imege is broug.ht about mechanically in some 
manner.. Of their min accord, the strong im
preSSions expel the weak impressions to a 
secondary level of existence.. Unfortunately, 
this hypothesis does not withstand investiga-:
tion. The stability, richness, and precision 
of the perception could never distinguish them 
from the images.. First of all,. bepause these 
qualities 2.re greatly exaggerated .. It! 

Hume had exaggerated the quanti tati ve difference. Images and 

17 Jean-Paul Sartre, L' Imagina.:t!.icm., lYe 49. 

18Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Im§£inati<2.,U, pp." 92-36 
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impressions were supp-osedly \....asily distinguished on his 

account, simply because his impressions were 8.1 wJ3..;;Y§. strong 

and the weaker ideas could be easily seen as being weaker. 

Yet, we experience weak, confused, hazy, and indistinct per-

ceptions constantly. There are all the peripheral objects 

which I perceive, but do so indistinctly', because I do not 

take the time -- cannot take the time to make them di s·-

tinct by purposefully being attentive to them. There are, 

for example, multi-sided obj ects all about me 1'Jhich remain 

p-artially or quasi-percei ved~ . Does the ashtray have four or 

five cigarette slots? How many panes are there in the leaded 

i<Tindows? How" many slats are there in the ba.cks of the chairs 

about the room? vlhaJt colour is the ceiling? etc 0 There are 

interferences bet'ween myself and obj ects which present in-

distinct percepti ons no matter hOi'l I try; for instance ~ m'ore 

auto accidents occur. in fog, not b~ca'\lse of Ilimaginary" trees 

or pedestrians, but because of weakly perceived trees~ ob

scurely observed pedestrians! Humers account cannot dis-

tinguish bet\veen weakly perceived objects in the fog and ill

usions created by the shadows. If then the quaIl ties of the 

9bjec~ ~mselvft~ can be confusing, as indeed they often are, 

where does the mechanical distinction -- the "strong ~,Yhich 
. 

automatically rejects the weak"--- occur? Ho\v can Hume draw 

the final line to separate the strong from the weak? Since 111"e 

QQ have confused and indistinct impressions, "for this reason 



do we make them into images?u19 
lJIoreover 9 there is the question of thresholds: 
for ~ a:.sensation to cross the threshold of con,
sciousness y it is necessary for it to have a 
minimum intensity. If the images are of the 
same nature, it is necessary that they have at 
least this intensity. But then, would they not 
be confused I'd th the sensations of the salne 
intensity? And why does the image of a cannOl1-
shot not seem to be like an actual feeble 
reto rt? Wherever does it come about that we 
never ta.ke our images for perceptions"?20 
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Yets Hurne allows a pepuliar twist here, for he ~ 

al1 alloi'lance at this point, for the occurrence of hallucina-

tions and illusions in 'VThich images in consciousness g§. 

taken for perceived objects.. He alloi'ls precisely for just 

such a case in which the objects of QllQ. faculty are mistaken 

for those of the other, "Thereby the strong impressions could 

be taken for vmaker ideas, and vice versa, by an unusually 

greater amount of the quanti tati ve degrees necessary to make 

the judgement: 
The common degrees of these are easily dis

tinguished; tho' it is not impossible but in 

---------_ .. _--_._--------------------.-.--
!" •. ---,,---,-,-,-------

19cTean-Paul Sartre, L'I=mag=i:.nai2,ioJ.h po 930 

20Jean-Paul Sartre, L~JE.1a.gination, pc 93. It may be 
said of course, that we do confuse images with perceptions, 
for instance, a tree with a man. Using this example, it may 
be ][)ointed. out that '.v-e are not confusing an image i'lith a per
ception, but rather i"e are not properl;y- interpreting the 
actual perceptionD ide have taken a "leakly Qercei V&.Q. object 
as one classif:ication of objects instead. of a."1.othero "11 y a 
fausse interpretation d'une perception reelle. II n'y a pas 
d I exemple qu' une ime.ge d 'homme apparue soudain dans notre 
conscience soit prise pour un homme ree:}",reellement percuo " 

(L'I~~ti2U, p. 93-4) How these impressions and ideas 
present themselves as radically distinct is one of the major 
purposes of chapter III .. 



particular instancef' they may very nearl'y 
approach to each other. Thus in sleep, 
in fever, in madness, or in any very 
violent emotions of the soul~, our ideas 
may approach to our impressions: As on 
the other hand it sometimes happens, that 
our impressions are so faint and lOi;?, , that 
we cannot distinguish them from our ideas. 21 
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Hurne, therefore, admi~Gs that "they are in general so 

very different", but none the less makes provisions for the 

existence of illusions, hallucinations, SeeminjJy Itrealistic tI 

drea~ss etc. A werur perception may deceive us into believing 

it to be an illusion, and conversely a strong idea ma~l deceive 

us into thinking it is perception~ :precisely because ideas are 

essentially the Eill.lU~ ~ of experience as impressions; for 

the only "difference betw'ixt these consists in the dee-Tees of 

force and liveliness vIi th ;"Thich they strike upon the mind and 

make their way into our thought or cons"Diousness .. tl22 'They are 

apprehended in the ~ manner; they differ only in the strength 

or force of that apprehension" If" indeed, we did only make 

use of differences in intensity to distinguish our perception 

from our imagination, vie would be hard pressed to ever be 

able to effectively differentiate them, and "'Then we did, we 

vlOuld often make mistakes. flBri efly, if the image and the 

perception do not differ in Q..uali t~ from the out set, it is 

pointless to endeavour subsequent:t.y to distinguish them by . ' . 

21 David Hume, h. !reatis~ of fillr4.an, Underst au.£ii.ng, pp. 1-20 

22David Hume, ~ Treatise of [uman Qnderstaqding, p. 1. 
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their quantitYG2~ 

Sartre rejects Hume t s allovlance for an ideB. being 

mistaken for an impression, or an impression being mistaken 

for an idea as yet another: problem arising from his "illusion 

d I imm8.nence Ii. Hune t s spatial thinking has led. to a quali ta

tive identity of the two faculties; it is no wonder thet the 

quali ties of one can on occasion become confused '\d th the . 

qualities of the other, since they share identical qualities! 

Sartre ca..>J.not permit such an alI'01'rrulCe, for, as "vV'e 

shall see, under closer examination, his imaginative and per

ceptual consciences are qualitatively distinct and occur 

immediately to us as radically distinct. But, indeed, how 

can one mistaken even a weak perception for a strong idea, or 

vice versa, for which Hume has made such provision? One 

listens to a musical recording, and thinks he heeTs the dour

belle Upon inspection he realizes that the doorbell could 

not have been rung. Did he only "imagine ll it? On Humers 

view we would take it that the "image II of the doorbell ring-

ing crossed his mind through quasi-mechanical, quasi-magical 

association of ideas (initiated by the music?) "'hich he took 

to be an actual perception of the bell& An image or idea 'fas 

mistaken for a perception or impression. Is this possible? 

Surely, 1'lhat has happened is that a sound (a perception) in 

the musical recording "Tas taken to be the sound (again a 
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perception) of the doorbello The interpretation of the per

ception led to a misinterpretation of the orj.gin of that per:

ception~ Images cannot be mistaken for perceptions, nor c~m 

perceptions be "so faint and 1mV' that we cannot distinguish 

them from our ideas tI. A i',eak perception cannot be mi staken 

for a strong idea, but remains a perception of a weakly per

ceived object. 24 

One ~ has to resort to a judgement to question 

the validity of a percep·tionr perception does not operate 

that vJaY" One never liQQ~ whether w'hat he pereei ved, or 

even imagined, ,.,as n:}all,Y a perception or not, as can 'be seen 

in these examples. 
I was sure that I put my hat away in the closet 
and there it is, I find it on the chair. So I 
set about to doubt myself, "Do I not believe my 
Oi'ID eyes?" Not for a moment 0 I could wear my
self out in search of explanations: but what I 
would talce for granted throughout my reflections, 
wi thout even going out of my 'vvay to go and touch 
the lining of the hat s is that. the hat '\vhich I 

24Sartre maintains this position even in cases of in
sani ty and madness: cf. 1h.§. Psychology Qf Ima.g~n?-tion., pp'.. 190-
191. We will see that images and perceptions (Ideas and im
pressions) are radically distinct for SartI'e, and this is "lvhy 
a weak or vague perception cannot be mistaken for a strong 
idea, but remains a perception of a vaguely perceived object. 
"This is \vhat we call the phenomenon of quasi-·observationo 
To lbe vaguely conscious of, an image is to be conscious of a 
vague im.age~ We are far from Berkeley and Hume, who denied 
the possibility of general images, of non-specific images" 
Berkeley's errQr lay in ascribing to the image conditions 
which apply only to perception. A hare vaguely perceived is 
nevertheless a specific hare. But a hare which is an object 
of a vague image is a vague hare. II ~ J'syc_ho.log;z of Imagin
ation, l)P. 18-9. 



see is indeed mY ~l hai. I believe my 
friend Peter is in baericao Here he is; I 
perceive him at the corner of the street. 
Do I say to myself, "It's an ima.geo"? Not 
at all; my first reaction is to find out 
h01v it is possible that he ha.s returned al
ready: was he called" back, is someone sick 
in his family? etco 25 

One never employs reasoning to put perceptions into doubt; 

indeed, it is the perceptions which alter our reasoningso 

Such is the radical distinction which Ive experience to be 
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betvTeen perception and images 0 Constantly ima.ges are a part 

of our "iOrld o I ~ the pen and paper;; I fill. the omnipresent 

Belgian rain, but amidst it all I imagine my "rife preparing 

supper, or my brother's face though he is eight thousand miles 

away -- but alw'ays I can distinguish the imaginary supper from 

the real rain. 
No image ever comes to be mixed in I·Ti th reaT 
things. And that is indeed fortunate, for, 
as i'Te have just seen, if this I-'rere other,vise, 
we would have no means to senarate them and 
the itTOrld of the ''lakeful would not definitely 
distinguish itself from th1?-t of dream. 26 

If an image poulC1, be mistaken for a perception in anyone 

given instance, it would seem that we could ~~ver be ~~rtain 

as to which was "Thich. As Hume f s distinction betvleen them is 

solely one of degree (1. e. of "force and vI vacity"), the de

cisions which distinguish them would surely always be said 

~o be a.rbitrary at best, especially since Hume would surely 
" 

25Jea..n-Paul Sartre, L'Imagination, po 106. 

26Jean-Paul Sartre, L I Imagination" p. 109. 
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agree that some people have a "more vivid imagination" than 

others. Such a state of affairs would be very similar to ~he 

distinction Descartes had to face bet"lveen waking and dreaming 

states" If the one is only distinguished from the other by 

degrees of coherence or force, how is one to know the level 

of coherence or force sufficient to judge their difference? 

At any later date ",fe may reB.li ze that .I'le j:;.ho\];ght. it ms enough 

at the time, but ~ "\1e reaIize thai:; it was~ after all, only 

a '~rivid dream •. And so the infinite regress continues into 

the future. There is no point of reference for the decision 

at ~tny Q2.1§. given time: categories are judged on this account 

by non-categorical criteria. There Q§ll ge ?o. guarantee that 

at a future time ",Te may realize that .!11J these consciousnesses 

were not impressions but ideas~ not perceptions but images; 

for vie viere as ignorant of the degree of force required to 

constitute a perception as Descartes had been in his effort 

to come to a definite 12resent criteria to distinguish dreams 

from wakefulness. Hume fails to recogni ze that a categoricaL 

decision cannot be made with non-categorical evidence for 

that judgement. His tldegrees II of force and 11 veliness, "Ivhich 

are qualitatively identical in both categories or faculties, 
II 

cannot ultimately differentiate them categorically. Conse-

quently it ,\TOuld be necessary to give up trying to make an 

intrinsic distinction between an isolated image and an iso-

lated sensation. Bri efly, there vTOuld no longer be an 
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immediate recognition of an image as an image. 1127 

Bume's metaphysic of the image fa.ils because of the 

very nature of the ima.ge as it is first given on page one of 

the Jreatise.. Bis mistake is a common one: that the mind 

somehow "copies" and Iirepresentsl1 the true external reality. 

A successful examination of Sartre's concept of the imagina-

tion, vli th its intentional correla.te, must begin with the 

breakdo"\,ffi of this misconception. liri thout realizing the im-

possibility of patching up some feeble connection between 

perceptual and imaginative consciousness, one cannot examine 

the distinctive characteristics of each, which renders them 

distinct. One ca.nnot affirm their identity, then go on to 

explain their ra.dical natures! If one begins by asserting 

their essential identity, this very assertion destroys the 

possibility of ulti~ately being able to distinguish them. 

1(1e must extricate ourselves entirely' therefore from 

this common, but fallacious "illusion d'immanence", in which 

one can think only in physical terms. nIt is necessary paJ. ... -

~icularly to rid oneself of our almost unshakeable • 1, ", 

27Jean-Paul Sartre, L'I~~gination, p. 94. Sartre 
believes the image to be radically distinct, and part and 
parcel of its distinctness is -that it is presented and kno'tm 
to consciousness g.§. distinct: i. e. the image presents itself 
immediately to consciousness 8.S image. nOn voit ce qui 
s' ensui t et qui est Ie resul tat direct de 1 ' attitude meta
physique que nous avons signalee (Hume's position): c'est que 
l'image ~ iout ~ telleperd son car8.ct~re de donnee 
. 4"a' t "L I I . t . 95 J.mmel8. e. . maglna lon, po. 0 

I 1 
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habit of conceiving all modei of exi s tence on the model of 

phys i cal exi st ence. ,,28 vlhere does one start? Thi s "thinking " 

in physical terms? alone, ought to be fair vrarning: one thi l1ks 

in mental terms and perceives in physical terms. Yet, the 

terms th emselves of both physical and psychic cJ l reference L§.-

fe r:.. :to :t.he sa~ 9b,iecto I see the des k-clock before me, I 

close my eyes and i magine it: it is still the desk-clo ck it-

self which i s the object of my thought. The physic8~ pe rcep-

tion of the obj ect and the mental i ma.ge of the obj ect §.h.~Q 

the same essence. 29 But in chapter III \-le shall see that 

they are not differen t entities which share similar qualities 

as Hume \vould h ave us believe. The imaginat i on "indi ca.tes If 

or "points tl int ent ionally at th e same obj ect Hhich "appears " 

to perception: their essence is the seme because they indicate 

28Jean- Paul Saxtre, J.J 'I!till.gj:.,natiQ.Q. , p. 3. 

29By essence ' here, I believe Sertre meens no more 
than an identity of essenti al refer ence. Consciousness is 
only cons ciousness of an object: if two different conscious 
nesses intend the ~am e object, then the essence of those t\<TO 

consc iousnesses i s said to be the same. The use of essence 
in this manner may be better unde rstood by pointing out that 
t wo perceptua l cons ciousnesses of the s erne obj ect are 
§s.s~nt ial1Y alike (share the S81ue essenc e ) bec av. se they in
tend or refer to the S8Me object. In other words, the object 
is the §.till.§. (essential) object of tho se t wo perceptions. The 
notion of es sence here introduces the notion of objective 

i dentity into the concept of intentionAlity. Sartre uses 
thi s term mere~y to signify the bas ic21ly identical obj ect 
\.,hich different forms of consc iousness ffia.y refer to. They 
refer t o the same essential object, but th at smue essential 
obj ect of 88.ch consciousness is sClid to !?XiS1 different ly, 
i.e. th e object as perceived , or the object as imagined. 
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precisely the same object. HOvTever, this does p,ot mean their 

mode of existence is the sarneo A shared. essence does not 

imply a shared existence, for one exists as a perceived ob-

ject, the other as imagined objectc For Sartre this had been 

Hume's error: he had assumed that the image shared the s arne 

basic kind of existence as the percept, because he constructed 

it to share ul timat ely the same quaIl ti es'~ 10 •••• a sliding 

occurs, and from the affirmation of the identity of essence 

betw'een the image and the obj ~ct ~ one passes to an identity 

of lexi st enc e. 1130 

Sartre says it is this confusion of the "deux pla.ns 

differents d t existence ll which led to the many different kinds 

of na.ive metaphysics of the image.3 I In the case of Hume's 

theory of the image, his problem lay in making of the image 

an :lntern8.l, reawakened' }!erception: the one having the same 

"thing-:1ike" existence as the other l , "This metaphysic's con-

sis ted in making of the image a copy of the thing, making the 

image itself exist as a thing. 1132 

'--'-"-'--'-" -----_. ----
30Jean-Paul Sartre, L'ImagilJ..g.tiol1, p. 4. 

3l1n ~1mag.ination Hume is only one of fl- long list of 
such metaphysical theories which Sartre criticizes in this 
work. Others include Taine, Descartes, Leibnitz, Spinoza, 
Bergson, IJachelier, Robot, Spaier, N8yerson~ and other~. 

32Jean-PF.ml Sartre, ~!p-aginatJon, p. 4. 
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To be sure~ in an "intendingll perceptual consciousness 

of an object, there remains an element "lh.-dch is not ",holly 

synthesized by consciousness. There exists a thig,g ITerceived. 

"The perceived object opposes itself to and imposes itself 

upon thoughto 'We must fashion the sequence of our ideas by 

reference to the perceived obj ect; 'lrle must ~:d:&:!!. it, make 

hypotheses concerning its nature, observe' it. 1133 All' that is 

meant by this is that we cannot create perceptions, for the 

base of the perceptive consciousness is its reference to the 

world as "toujours-deja-donneec"34 Nor does this mean the 

image has no less of a reference to its object as object. 

ROt'lever, we Qbserve perceived objects; but images are not oQ-

seryeq.. If all thought I'rere reduced to the IIrecalling, reor-

ganl zing, and taking note /I of previously' formed ideas as 

according to Hume, then ill thought vmuld be reduced to an ob

§.erv~tion of images exactly parallel. fundamentally to percep-

tion. Imagina,tion becomes a mental mosaic, if images are 

are given this "sensory" character of weakened and reawakened 

impressions. The mind in such a case would have 8. req,eptiyg 

character and not a creative one o Yet, in fact ~ this does 

not seem to be the case. 
I, 

I do not call up" images~ I IIcon-

jure ;'up tI images.. "Nous formons des images ~ nous Cl;)n,§,:truison§. 

33Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Im8.gination, p. 113. 

34A • .:;.DevTaelhens, L~ .QhQjx, Ile !':f.ol1de, L'Existenc.~, 
(Paris: Arthaud, 1947), p. 56. 
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des schemes.t!35 The imagina+.ive consciousness is not recep-

tiye, but actively creative;7indeed, this power of creativity 

seems generally a p8.rt of imagination: our images and concepts 

often drain our conscious attention from our perceptual con-

sciousness as much as the reverse occurs. The daydream 

imagines fantastical and absent worlds which absorb our 

attention from the observed here and now. The contemplative 

thinker conceives of roots and binary systems, categorical: 

imperatives, and "time" "I'1hile observing no more than a piece 

of chalk or a black-board. Yet, conceived as a "copy!1 in 

the mind, observed as an object, the image loses its spontan-

eous character. Hume seems to have reali zed that this funda--

mental spontaneity was missing from his faculty of the imagin-

ation, for he attempted to restore this missing spontaneity 

by means of his mechanical "pO'\~ers II of the imagination which 

someho\lT combine the "simple" ideas into the fantastical 

"complex" ideas of imagination (goiden cities, fairy l~Ulds,· 

etc. ) • Yet 9 he could not undo ·what was a necessary p"art of 

his system, i.e. his adop"tion of a resuscitated perception 

rather than a spontaneous image, Accordingly Sartre states: 
The primary characteristic of Hume IS uim_ 

pression", indeed, is their op"acity. Ana. it 
is this very opacity which constitutes their 
character "as sensory. Nothing could be truer, 
moreover, with reference to perceptions. 
There~s? finally, in the yellow colour of 
this .ashtray, in the roughness of that piece 
of wood, something irreducible, incomprehen-

35Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Imagination, p'~ 113". 



sible, given. This given reveals not only the 
opaque side of perception, but also the recel)
tive side, and these are only two sides of the 
same reality. But Hume did not limit himself 
to describing the sensory content of percep
tion: he wanted to constitute the world of con~ 
sciousness by means of these contents alone, 
that is, he doubled the perceptual' order with 
an order of images which are the same sensory 
contents but at a lower degree of intensity. 
Thus, the images of association represent 
centres of opaqueness and of receptivity. The 
yello,'l colour of this ashtray' ,"Then it is re
born under the classification of a 'ltleakened 
impression, retains its character of gi~§~: 
it remains an irreducible, an irrational. 
Above all, and precisely because it is pure 
positivity, it remains an inert elemente 36 
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Thus 9 as an inert element, Hume's image could never' 

Itcall itself to mind" of its o,"m energy; it is not spontaneocl$,1Jy 

created. It relies on something else, some force. Hume's 

appeal to the mechanistic powers which impart this energy 

car.mot succeed. The appeal to such a psychological princivle 

which unites these passive picture-images i£ the mind cannot 

impart, spontanei ty tb an imagination containing only inert 

re:presentations of the op'aque "\<TOrld of p'erception. Nor could 

this force be a sY'stematizing spontaneity, for such a spon-· 

tanei ty could not contain passi vi ty wi thin itself. For, "a 

spontaneity could never contain portions of passivity. It is 

activity through and through, and as a result, transparent to 

itself -- or else there is no such thingo tt37 

36Jean-Pau1 Sartre, ~rIm.§gination, pp:. 119-20. 

37Jean-Paul Sartre, L'ImElgi,natiqn, p. 120. 
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Hume's ideas are passive and weakened "particles" of 

reflected impressionso They are inert. In a simple example, 

Hume f s ideas are like a big bag of marbles, and each marble 

is en irreducible "simple .idea". The fQ.~c~~ required to play 

with the marbles cannot come from the marbles themselves. It 

remains, even within Hume's system" an external force. fl'Iore

over, this p01.ver is an assumed concept of inertia; it is this 

inertial force 'which is external to and not a part of the 

mind whatever, yet, which nevertheless manipulates the marbles 

and operates human reasoninge The mind is inert Ilthingsll in 

whtch all changes and impulses come from 'without and remain 

radically external to these inert participles or "simple 

ideas" which it sets in motion. Such an assumed inertial 

force acting on a mind filled with inert objects, in effect~ 

all but denies the mental "lOrld, and any valid distinction 

between psychic and physical reality. Hume ultimately is 

seen to deny any distinction between psychic and physical 

reality. If the distinctions between impreSSions and ideas 

were of such a nature as Hume describes them, this analysis 

of his p'Osition would be simply descriptive. Yet, we shall 

see that adoption of such a vie,,, is untenable simply because 

the distinctions between impressions and ideas are quite 

apparent. The one presents itself as distinct from the other 

to such an extent tha.t Hurne f s failure to recogni ze their 

distinctions and to assert their ultimate similariTy does not 
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account for our experiences ','rhich we have of impressions and 

ideas .. 

Sartre admits that Hume's system is consistent; 

associationism is internally sound in its adherence to its 

axioms and assumptions. Yet, it is not adequate. "lve shall 

see that the spontaneity of imaginative consciousness alone 

demonstrates to us that, though consistent, Hume's theories 

cannot give an adequate description of reality" Conscious-

ness, as consciousness of its object, is a sp'ontaneous act 

p~erformed by consciousness; consciousness is spontaneous 

activity, not the association of passive "thought-pictures". 

"And so the metaphysical theory of images fails ultimately in 

its attempt to relocate t he spontaneous aW'areness of an image, 

and the first stev. of a concrete psychology must be to rid 

itself of any metaphysical postulateso"38 

It has been said that an image is not a copy of a 

perception -- not even in the world of semi-differentiation 

to which Hume's metaphysical hypothesis led. It even has 

been said that it is not possible for the one to be character

ized and be given the same qualities as the other because 

they "exist differently". It must now be shown that they 

exist differently, and also be demonstrated that imaginative 

consciousness is) indeed, spontaneous.. In short, it must 

first be shovm how each consciousness exists and how we come .. 

38Jean-Paul Sartre, Lf~m.8gin8.tiop., PP' .. 109;'10 • 

.... r '" ---,-------~ - .. ---. ,.. 



to knoVl that they exist in that way, distinct from the 

other .. 
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IMAGINATIVE AND PERCEPTUAL CONSCIOUSNESS: 

THEIR QUALITIES AND THEIR DISTINCTIONS 

To declare that the image is not a perception-
is all well and goodo But simply to state 
this is not sufficient. It is necessary to 
buttress this affirmation by a consistent 
description of the p'sychic fact we call tlan 
image". If one ends up implicitly confounding 
image and perception, it is, indeed, pointless 
to cry so loudly that they are distinct"l 

But l'ihatis a "psychic fact II, and how can it be 

described, that is, what method can be employed to give an 

accurate description of that psychic fact with assurance? 

As already implied, the concept of intentionality is 

called upon to rene,,, the notion of the image. tilt is knovffi 

that for Husserloe.all consciousness is consciousness of 

something.,,2 Intentionality becomes the essential structure 

of all consciousness, first of all, in so far as it makes a 

radical distinction between consciousness and the object of 

which it is a consciousness. The object remains "outside of 

ust!, or it is transcendent. "Without doubt there are contents 

of consciousness, but these contents are not the object of 

90nsciousness: through them intentionality envisages the' ob

ject, which itself is the correlative of consciousness but is 

IJean-Paul Sartre, Jd..'Imagination, Fe 110. 

2Jean-Paul Sartre, L t Imaginatio:!'\, po 144. 
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not that .cpnsciQusnes~.1I3 TLe mind contains immanent .sub-

jective or I1hyletic" elements, but consciousness is not 

const.iiuteg, by these elements, for these in and of themselves 

do not form the image l2:!D: .§..§" the "image of 'x' Ii. Nor can 

the consciousness of a tree be reduced to the fibro-vascular 

twitchings in the brain, simply because these again .§l~ ll.o~ 

the image of the tree as such. These, rather, are the me~§ 

by which consciousness constitutes itself as aiming at or 

pointing to its transcendent object. In other words, the 

subj ecti ve, hyletic data which flume unfortunately used as the 

con§tiiution~l element of the image are, in fact, the subject

ive matter on which an intentional transcending consciousness 

can orrerate. The object itself, of "lhich I have a conscious-

ness, is al'i'Tays rs,dically distinct from my consciousness as 

such., 4 

------.---------------------~--------------------------.------------.----.. -.------
3Jean-Paul Sa.rtre, L f Imagiriatl oJ);" IT. 1450 

4Even the IInon-existing figment of the imagination Ii 
remains an object of i>Thich I am conscious~ albeit that the 
consciousness has itself created the object of 'l.vhich it is a 
consciousness; consciousness cannot be reduced even to its 
o"lm imaginative creations as "consti tuting elements". It re
mains a consciousness of such creations. One is referred 
here in this regard to section 23 of Husserl's l.~as.: 'f 

IINaturally the centaur itself is not mental (psychic) , it 
exists neither in the soul, nor in conSCiousness, nor any
where else, it is in fact "nothing", mere "imagination "; or, 
to be more pre.cise, the living experience of imagination is 
the imagining pf a centaur. To this extent, indeed, 'the 
centaur as meant', the centaur as fancied, belongs to the ex
perience itself as lived. But \'le must also be aware of con
fusing thi s live experi ence of ima.gination "vi th that in the 
experience which is imagined, gua object imagined. 1i (Or nOne 
ca.:nnot confuse the Erlebn;!.fi of the imagined cent aur with that 
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The results of this position are far\ from associa-

tionism~ If the hyletic elements of the image no longer con-

stitute the imagination, then imagination, as a form of con

sciousness, becomes an active apprehension of its object; the 

image is an intentional structure of that object by conscious-

ness. 
One realizes the immediate consequences for the 
image: the image, too, is an image Qf'something. 
\'1e are dea.ling, then, with an intentional rela
tionshi u bet"¥leen a certain consciousness and a 
certain-object. In a word, the image ceases to 
be a psychic ponk,J:1.1;.; it is not in consciousness 
in the aspect of a constitutive element, but is 
in consciousness as an object in 'image form~5 

The image is no longer an inert content in the mind, 

some faint memory of a perception, far removed from its object. 

centaur ""vhich has been imagined as such. II) Cf .. also Sartre's 
~ma,gin8.tion, po 147.: tiThe non-existence of the centaur or of 
the chimera does not give us. the right to re.duce them to mere 
psychic functions. Husserl restored to the centaur its tra..n.·· 
scendence in the very hee.rt of its unreality (neant) 0 Unreality 
(ne'8,nt) such as you wish: but precisely by that token it is 
not in consciousness 0 tI "Negation II as a property of" the imagin
ation will necess:i.tate further examination, but this ivill 
necessarily have to follo1'! in a study of the image as such. 
It suffices here to shoiv that consciousness is not reduced to 
mere hyletic elements o 

5Jean-Paul Sartre, L'ImapiQatio.ll., p. 146.. The last 
phrase 9 that the image !lis in consciousness as an object in 
image form" is contradictory to Sartre's thesis. Thevery 
purpose of Sartre' s arguments is to ShOiv that ;Q.Qthj.ng can be 
in consciousness, and this phrase sticks out in total contra.
diction to his general thesis expressed: "But the chair is not 
in consciousness,' not even a.s· an image. \I The ;Psychology, of 

. Im.,aginatiQ.n, pc 7" Evidently, what the reader must do is to 
interpret this flagrant error on Sartre's part as just another 
of the many examples of his la.ck of philosophical preciSion 
and rigour ivhich one fi!Jtt3 in his texts. To remain in keeping 
with his thesis, Sartre should have ",ritten this phrase as 
tlbut is presented to cons,ciousness as an obj ect in image form~' 
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It is itself an intentional structure of consciousness, an 

unitary and synthetic consciousness in relation to its tran-

scendent objecto "There are not nore could there be images 

in consciousness. But the. image ~ ~ ~r~aJ~ ~XQQ Qi £QU

~C.iOD&~" The image is an act and not a thing. The image 

is conscious o·f something .. ,,6 The image has a direct relation

ship to its object, and not an extrinsic and enfeebled re1a-

tionship~ 
The image of my friend Peter is not a vague 
phosphorescence, a wake left in my conscious
ness by· the perception of Peter; it is an 
organized form of consciousness which refers 
in its own way to my friend Peter; it is one 
of the possible means of aiming at the real 
being of Petero Thus, in the act of imagin
ation f consciousness refers directly to Petero 7 

The lIimage lt becomes an intentional n;Erlebnisli with 

its am characteristic modes of apprehension, but the object 

which it apprehends in a different ma..rmer is still the same 

object as that apprehended by perceptiono 
"\'fuether I see or imagine that chair, the obj ect 
of my perception and that of my image are 
identical: it is the chair of the strmv on "\,1hich 
I am now seated., Only consciousness is relate,§. 
in two different ways to the same chair. The 
chair is envisioned in both cases in its con
crete individuality, its corporeality. On1yl in 
one of the cases the chair is tlencountered" by 
consciousness; in the other it is not 0" • e \oJhat 
we find here iso •• a certain type of conscious
ness, a synthetic organization, "tv-hich has a . 
direct relation to the existing chair and whose 

or lIis expressed by consciousness as an object in image form .. II 

6Jean-Pau1 Sartre, LtIma,gination, :It. 162 0 

7Jean-Pau1 Sartre, ~1..~Lagination, pp. 147--48. 



very essence consists precisely of being re
lated in this or that manner of the existing 
chair. 8 
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Thus, by the intentional character of consciousness, 

to be an image, or to be a p~rception means to be related. to' 

the same object in a certain \vay. "An image is nothing else 

than a relationship. 119 And since it is an intentional rela

tionshiv' betvleen consciousness and its object, the result is 

a consciousness of that object, even for imagination. It is 

for this reason that Sartre i'muld prefer the terms "p-ercepi;ual 

consciousness" and lIimaginati ve consciousness" in lieu of 

perception fu'1d image, to sho'\\1" that they are the same sp-ecies 

of relation towards a transcendent object. The distinction 

points out that imagination is a form of active consciousness, 

and that "an image is only a name for a certain means vThich 

consciousness has to take aim on its objectc"lO It is only 

one of differins relationships which consciousness has towards 

its object.. Their essence remains the same.. "To; perceive, 

conceive, imagine: these are the three types of consciousness 

by \·rhich the same obj ect can be given to us. 1111 

In the preceding section it 'r-ras ShOlID that p'ercepi;uaT 

8Jean-Paul Sartre, ~.he. rs;ycho.logy of ImaginatiQu, po 7. 
9Jean-Paul Sartre, ~ J:sIcholog,y: of ~rnaginati,on., p. 7. 

10Jean-Paul Sartre, ;r;:.~.Imagination9 p". 148. 

IlJean-Paul Sartre, The PSIcholo.£I of Imagi;n.ation, p:.- 8" 
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consciousness and imaginative consciousness must be radically 

different in character if the problems of the "illusion: 

d I immanence" and "naive metaphysics II are to be overcome" Nov" 

it seems clear that both modes of consciousness j.n~ the 

same object, but do so in different ways. The manner 1>Thich 

consciousness approaches its object, that is, the relationship' 

consciousness adopts tow'ards its object (i. eo, as p-erceptuaI 

or imaginative), 1'l"ill radically distinguish iinag~)l~j;jJill. from 

the same object as ner~~e~e Imagination is but one way 

consciousness has to lIintend li or to consider its objectG 
The word ima.ge can therefore only indicate the 
relation of consciousness to the object; in 
other ,vards sit means a certain manner in 
which the 0 bj ect makes its apllearance to con-
sciousness, or, if one prefers, a certain way 
in which consciousness presents an object to 
itself. 12 

Yet, the I,ray in which consciousness presents an 

object to itself determines the character of that object as 

either. percei ved or imagined. That is to say ~ consciousness 

presents the same essential object to itself, but that object 

exists in different vrays because it is intentionally exp-er-

ienced by consciousness in different ways: i.,e." as percep

tual or imaginative. Each form of consciousness"apprehends li 

its objects with distinguishable characteristicso IICertainly 

v,e nOv7 are able to understand that the image and the percep .... 

tion are tvw different intentional Erlebnisse, distinguished 

------------------------------------------------------------------
12Jean-Paul Sartre, Jhj~,:-Ps:v:cho~ of Imagination, If., 

7. 



above all by thefr intentions."13 Imagination is an inten

tional consciousness of its object" just as is perception. 
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But §..I:? imaginative, the intentional correlative is experienced 

by consciousness with diff.erent characterizations than the 

obji ect experienced as perceived. We shall return to an.e xam

ination of these distinguishing characteristics as fOLmd in 

our general experi ences, but first 1-re must see hO"l our exper

ie:n.ces themselves are to be examined .. 

We have seen "That a "psychic: II f act is. It is the 

transcendent obj ect appearing as a correlate of imaginative 

consciousness; that is,. our image of "x ". A coherent and 

consistent £lescri.I?tiQQ of the psychic fact known as an 

"im.age" becomes the point of ~eparture for the discovery of 

the true nature of our imaginative consciousness. A descrip;... 

tion of the different manners in '''hich imagination and percep

tion "posit" their obj ect will radically distinguish the t'l,'lO. 

To show their distinctive characteristics, each must 

be described, and described assuredly. Thus, "it is by eidet

ic description that one is required to begino,,14 Sartre does 

not wish to begin such a phenomenological description upon 

naive foundations. In the method of phenomenology, he wishes 

to "turn na.turally to our immediate experiences."15 Husserl 

l3Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Imagination, p. 150. 

14Jean-Paul Sartre, J;' Im~in,,8,tion~ p. 159. 

15Edmund Husserl~ "Phenomenology", p. 699. 



stated in Idea.;§. that "vie mus'~ ali'rays bear in mind that Nhat 

ihing~. ~ ••• they ~ ~ things o~ ~xperi~ncec Experience 

alone prescribes their meaning, and indeed, '\"hen we are deaJ.:-

ing with things that are founded on f'act, it is actual exper

ieee •.• '\·;hich do es the prescribing. ,,16 Sartre, too, wishes to 

return to the undeniable certainty of actual, immediate exper

i ence, "to recommence from the beginning ••• and attempt, above 

all, to acquire an intui ti ve vision of the intentional 

structure of the image."17 The "psychic fact II is intui ti ve 

and therefore certain; that is~ the image gUq image as di.rect 

experience, is the subject of the enquiry. How is it to be 

described accurately as image? Just as Sartre \"ishes the 

certainty of immediate encounter as evidence, so too does he 

yrish an accurate description of that evidence (which necess

arily cannot be given in that experience). He returns to the 

spirit of the Cartesian and Husserlian cogitQ. for such a 

basis: 

p. 4. 

So we shall ignore theori es. itle want to know 
nothing about the image but 'what reflection 
can teach uSee •• For the present we only wish 
to attempt a "phenomenology" of the image. 
The method is simple: we shall produce images, 
reflect upon them, describe them; that is, 
attempt to determine and to .c~8.ssify these 
distinctive characteristics. l 

16Edmund Husserl, Jd ea;.§. , p" 133-4. 

17 Jean-Paul Sartre, JL.Imagination, p. 158. 

18Jean-Paul Sartre, The Psychology of Imagin.?:~io:u., 
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Why return to reflection in -lihe Cartesian spirit? In' order 

to acheive its irrefutable certainty and to avoid the pitfaITs 

of a naive meta,physics .. 
It is certain that when I produce the image of 
Peter, it is Peter ,vho is the obj ect of my ac
tual consciousness. As long as that conscio:us
ness remains unaltered, I could give a descrip
tion of the object as it appears to me in the 
form of an image, but not of the image as 
such. To determine the properties of the image 
as image, I must turn to a new act of conscious
ness: I must reflectc l9 

Thus, although one examines experiences themselves, one must 

reflect upon the experience in order to carry out that exam-

ination. It is, however, of the very nature of consciousness 

and the reflexive attitude, to have an immediate awareness of 

the experience a,s primary evidence" That is, "what has come 

to be knOlVll as an 'image' occurs immediately as such to re

flection$ "20 The image appears to consciousness as immediate

ly distinguishable from other forms of consciousness such as 

perception, Ilbecause it presents itself to reflection with 

certain traits, certain characteristics, which at once deter-

mine the judgement 'I have an image.' The art of reflection 

thus has a content of immediate certainty"n21 One must begin 

with the experience or intuition of the event itself, and 

-j;hrough reflection upon that experience examine its charac-

19Jean-Paul Sartre, The ~ycho~ Qf Imagin~ti.911, p. 
3. 

20Jean-Paul Sartre, The Ps~[chology of Imaginatioll, po 
3. 

21Jean-Paul Sartre, The rs;y~c.hology of ~,magination, p. 
3. 



teristics immediately given within that experience in order 

to effect a description. The characteristics of that descrip-

tion will be the answ"er to the question, "vmat is an image?" 

"One must try to set out the eidetic of the image, that is 

to say, fix upon and describe the essence of this psycholog

ical structure such as it app-ears to reflexive intuitioll.,,22 

The method of producing images, reflecting upon them, 

and describing them is, indeed, relatively straightforward. 

Hovrever, if the description relies upon reflection, can we 

be sure of the certainty of reflexive intuition? Since 

Sartre begins with an examination of the immediate experiences 

apprehended as such by the reflexive cogitQ, we must further 

examine the na.ture of the reflexive cogi.tQ., before examin5:ng 

the evidence it is to furnish us ':Vi the We must examine 

further the nature of consciousness and of reflecting con

sciousness, before asswiling it will furnish the evidence this 

method hopes to providee Therefore: 
The starting point must be~ rather, this irre
futable fact: it is impossible for me to form 
an image without at the same time l~nQ.vling that 
I am forming an image; and the immedi ate con
sciousness which I have of the image as such 
may become the basis for judgements of exis
tence (of the type: I have an image of 'x'; 
this is an image, etc.), but it is itself a 
I2r~-pre,dicative evidence. 23 

The immediate intuition or experience becomes the 

22Jea.n.-Paul Sartre, L I Imagiha.tion 9 p. 1430 

23Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Imaginatiol1, po 1100 
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Itpre-predicati ve" evidence OJ.' the basis of our knowleo_ge of 

the image; description is carried out by the certainty of 

reflection~ This is first of all possible because of the 

very existential inference encountered in any situation. 

"Existence for consciousness includes a consciousness of its 

existenceG It appears as a pure spontaneity, confronted with 

the vrorld of things which is pure inactivity. 1124 

The consciousness is not only consciousness of its 

existing object, but also of its Ql'U1 existence. For, if it 

were a consciousness of a chair, but did not ka9~ it was a 

consciousness of a chai r, it vTOuld be unconscious of its 

being as a consciousness of that chair which, according to 

Sartre, is a contradiction. It ,vould be consciousness '\'lhich 

remained an unconsciousness. 25 
To exist spontaneously is to exist for oneself 
and by oneself. Only one reality deserves the 
name of spontaneity; and that is consciousness. 
In effect, to exist and to.be.conscious of 

24Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Imagination, po 1. 

25Cf. l2..§ing §ll£.fl"ot:qingnes.,§., po lxi. "However, the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a knowing conscious
ness to be kno·l!Tledge of its object 9 is that it be consciouss 
of itself as being that knowledge. This is a necessary con
dition, for if my consciousness were not consciousness being 
consciousness of that table , it would then be consciousness 
of that table without consciousness of being SOo In other 
words, it i'lould be consciousness ignorant of itself, an un
conscious -- which is absurd. This is a sufficient condi
tion, for my being conscious of being conscious of that 
table suf:fr"ices in fact for me to be· conscious of it. II Cf. 
also, Th~ Psychol0.£X of Imagination, p. 14. 



existing are one and the same thing for con
sciousness G In other ,verds, the supreme 
ontological law of consciousness is as 
follovls: 19-e onl .. ! },;ax 19.1: §; £Q1lsciQusnes§. :!!Q 
exist, is to be conscious that it exists. 
It is therefore ev'rdent t"hatconscioUSi1e'ss can 
determine itself to exist,. but that it is only 
able to act upon itself. 20 
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'Consciousness can determine itself to exist precisely 

because it intends its obj ect G Even ~n the "lyassi ve" percep"-

tual consciousness, it remains self-determining, in so far as 

consciousness presents the object to itself with certain in-

tent ions ~' Clearly, I can imagine at will:, and it is not 

difficult to see that imaginative consciousness is fully 

self-determining. Yet, in perceptual consciousness as well, 

this intentional act of consciousness is equally self·-determ

ining. 'itJhen I fix my intentional consciousness as p'erception 

upon a stone, for example, I can do so as a gravel-pit vrorker 

concerned only ,'lith its crushing qualities, as an historian 

of ancient civilization or an archa:eologist concerned only 

'\ITi th its past uses,' as an architect concerned only with its 

present structural uses, as a geologist concerned only ,vi th 

its crystallization and internal formation, as a collector 

concerned only with its colour or peculiar shape, as a pros

pector concerned only with its possible value, etc. Because 

the object can be constituted .§.§. such and such a kind of ob-

j.~ct by an active consciousness, consciousness can det ermine 
______ d ___________________________________________________________________________ ____ 

26Jean-Paul Sartre, L'Imgglliation, pp. 125-6. 
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itself to view or constitute its objects. I can change my 

intentionaltlatti tude Ii: I can determine my consciousness to 

~ist by intentionally constituting an object of which I am 

conscious, i.e .. by directing my attention upon an object. I 

can alter my consciousness to exist d~:r:f§J'.£;ntlx by construct

ing any different consciousnesses of that object as listed 

abiQve; or, I can determine my consciousness got to §.~tst by 

simply turning a.way, forgetting the object, or in any way 

simply ceasing to be conscious of it.. Hy consciousness can 

onJ][ act upon itself, i.e. determine its olm intentions of 

the object it presents to itselfe I can determine an imagin

ary rock to jump up\vards or do anything I ivish because the 

ima.gination is "a consciousness through and through "27 and 

totally creates its object as imaginary: ioe. onl..'L having 

whatever I intend for it. Yet, I cannot make my conscious

ness act upon the perceived object §...vd. generis, to jump' up 

in mid-air.. Consciousness can only act upun itself. 

Precisely because it acts upon itself, the immediate intuition 

is certain. I look at an obj ect; it is stone.. Later I dis

cover it cannot be a stone, but is a piece of rubber. My ob

ject of the original intuition, however, .rema:Lns as a certain

ty simply because it had been perceived and cons'ti tuted by my 

. intentional consciousness as stone at that time, and I only 

~ubsequently altered my intentional attitude tovrards the 

27Jean-Paul Sartre~ The ~§j:chol<2.5i of Imagination, 
p. 17 .. 
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objecto But, I can never deny or alter h.Qjf I experienced 

that objecto Consciousness is spontaneous; its'act of intu

ition itself cannot also give a spontaneous description of 

that intui ti on itself 0 \1Te must moye to a "meta" level ._-

step back from the intuition to grasp it as such. Only its 

existence as consciousness of a transcendent object is given 

in the immediate intuition. Anything beyond the actual ex

perienJe itself belongs to the domain of reflection. We must' 

return to the certainty of the pogito ergQ sUJ:n.~ to learn not 

only 1hat the intuition is (it gives its own existence), but 

also b.Ql,[ it exists, and ,dth what characteristics. 

Yet, Sartre recognizes the problems of this gogi to 

argument, as ",ell as its irrefutable evidence. In the "I 

think, therfore' I am" of Descartes iP the "consciousness" 

which says "I am Ii is not the same consciousness 1'1hich does 

the thinking. The thinking or "doubting" is e primary con-

sciousness, whereas pHwing that doubting consciousness under 

rej['lection is to reduce it to e, secondary order ~ to make of 

it an obj ect ill consciousness, but p.ot that consciousness 

itself, ,,,hich remains in the gtl of reflecting. The Cartesian 

gogi to, or doubting consciousness is not the same doubted con

sciousness of the ergo .§];@; rather the doubtin.e:; consciousness 

reflects upon the doubted consciousness as its object. 

Consciousness is always consciousness of something, 

as vTe have seen. This meens that consciousness is intentional 
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and directive in nature, necessarily pointing to a transcen-

dent 0 bject 9.:the~ th81l ,ttself e The 2.9 gi:t Q. , therefore, cannot 

be the same "I am Ii 1'711i ch fol~o"\·lS the Cartesi an tI'@'!:EQ. 1I of 

equi valence" In contrast, the laws of intentionality specify 

that the true 9.o,gi to must remain non-theti c, l1ol1-·p-ersonal· 

(non-positional), and purely spontaneous or active.. Conscious-

ness becomes simply a "pointing-towards" 

i:l.- ~ g 12- feuiU~ de I?api.§..£e Only this simple tlpointing-·to

''lards'' its object remains irrefutable in. the immediate intu';' 

ition, the immediate experienoe" 'rhere is no lll§. until re-

flection posits one o There is no. ll§EQ. consciousness!!, only a 
-. 

consciousness of an objectified and constructed Ego" That 

is w even the ~ becomes a transcendent object of conscious

ness. . The concept of intentionality enta.i1s that consd.ous-

ness remains pure act, never an object" It is pre-reflexive. 

The ego. therefore is· not a subject .which manipulates conscious" 

ness; consciousness remains pre-reflexive and spontaneous~ 

and the ~go becomes a constructed unity of these spontaneous 

consciousnesses in the petrification process of reflection .. 

Sartre posits this "pre-reflexive com t,Q. II as primary 

con.sciousnesso 28 

28Jean .... Pau1 Sartre, liLa Transcendence de 1 'Ego: 
Esquisse dtune description ~henomenologique", Recher~~~ 
Philosophigues, VI. (1936-31), 85~123~e It is translated into 
English as ~ Transcendence Qf jt.P.~ ;8go, transc F. rlilliams 
and Ro Kirkpatrick (New York: Noon Day Press, 1968).. Cf. 
especially p'o 38 of this translation. 
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This pre-reflexive cogito remains non-thetic and 

directive. But, if it is directive ggd spontaneous, then its 

o'bject is transcenclent, and the £QgitQ remains unique and 

isolated on pain of losing its spontaneityo This canno~ be 

done; it can never lose its spontaneous characteristic: to 

"capture" the cogitQ. is to reflect upon it, "tvhich inevitably 

changes it from a spontaneous consciousness to a static ob-

ject of reflective consciousness.. Consciousness itself 

remains in the act of refle.Q.i2,j.Jlli, merely having posited the 

previous act of consciousness as the new' object of that spon-

taneous reflecting. Thereby, consciousness remains spontan-

eous and transcendent, even to its own pas~. One can find 

where it has ~, but this necessarily and radically alters 

where it~. Consciousness remains non-thetic~ non-position-

aI, and purely spontaneous even uhen this involves a tran

scendency. to itself; "reflecting consciousness posits·'; the 

consci'ousness reflected-on, as its object., Consciousness of 

self is not dual., 1129 

And, here is Sartre's basic point of departure from 

Hume. If consciousness is non-thetic and non-positionaI~ but 

rather pure act or pure spont.anei ty, the imagination or 

imaginative consciousness can never be a reified image, nor 

something filled with such images.. Imagination remains pure, 
, '. . . . 

29Jean-Paul Sartre, Bei~jg an~ Noth\ngn~ss, po lxiio 
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acti ve consciousness ID "Therefore, if the image is conscious-

ness, it is pure spontaneity, that is to say, consciousness 

of itself, transparent before itself, and it exists only in 

so far as it kn01,-;S itself. It is not, therefore, a sensible 

cont ent .. "30 

Indeed, once images become ttsensory contents" or ob-

j ects in the mind -- passive Ii ttl'e marbTes brought out of 

the bag31 ._- and observed like things, then they become ex

pelled from thought itself. :Por as objects in the mind, 

30Jean--Paul Sartre, J;L.,Im§gin.atiQ..!l, po 1:260 

31The "bag" may also be the theory of the unconscious~ 
which is a handy concept of more modern associationists which 
Hume vTaS unfortunate enough not to have had recour se to, but 
which he, nevertheless, seems to have made implicit use of! 
The assumption of an unconscious obviously implies the vie'v.]" 
that consciousness not only IIcontains ll thoughts or ideas but 
that this "box II of the mind has dark corners containing ideas 
of which we are not conscious ourselves, ,or at least of 'which 
we refuse to allow ourselves to be fully conscious s and which 
need the help of a psychoanalyst to extract from us a..11.d in
terpret for uSo In such a classical Freudian view the extern
al force needed to manipUlate the marbles was the "sexual. 
libido". Hodern psychology places less and less emphasis 
upon psychoanalysis and has rejected the classical Freudian 
"libido" theory, because of the innate problems of a con ... 
sciousness being unavrare of part of its mental acti vi ty. 
Modern psychiatry and psychology is becoming increaSingly 
aware that the consciousness is, indeed, aware of itself 
entirely, and precisely because it wishes to avoid this oolf
a:~iareness, attempts to effect a "[lauvaise-fQi ", that is, 
reject its self-C::~·l8.reness in attempting to make of spontan
eous consciousness a petrified object w"ith certain character 
trai ts. Even the mental patient fleels he must follo1i., these 
trai ts to avoid reality because the ~maginary 'Viorld is eas
ier or more enjoyable: "Le schizophrene sait fort bien que 
les objets dont i1 s'entoure sont irreels: c'est meme pour 
cela qu' il les fait anparaitre. A ce suj et· l' observation de 
:r.1arie :S.' est significative: (:Sorel et Robin, ilLes Reveries 
morbides~ A.l1nale~ Fl.edico-psychological" mars 1924) ••• J I ai di t 
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nevertheless, they must stil:"" be observed .9J:1.§: objects'by some 

thinking faculty ,,,hich is necessarily above and beyond the 

sensibl'e contents apprehended.. The apprehending e"Ven of 

sensible contents of imagination still entail's some imagit;-

ative act of consciousness which does the apprehending" As 

sensible contents, the images 1;'TOuld necessarily be external 

to and independent of consciousness: they vlQuld rather appear 

12. consciousness somehow, which would constitute, manipulate 

them, etc~; that is, as sensible contents they would still 

need a consciousness to 'I'Thich ,they wouId appear, even as 

sensible contents.. The image, as sensible contents, still 

'\-lOuld require a consci ousness "\\Thich is aI-rare of it: 
One sees therefore, the image posed as an inde
pendent object which is apprehended by thought 
in one manner or another ~ but 'which exists in 
itself in a manner- different from that of con
sciousness.32 

Thus, Burne's image which exists as a sensible copy of 

a percept, sharing the same qualities, must ultimately be 

distinguished from and expelled out of thought itself. It 

remains an object for thought only.. After all, if something 

becomes an object, something passive and inert to be lio:b_ 

served", then it is mental activity, consciousness, ,v-hich 

must still perform the observing, the understanding, or Iv-b.at

ever. The "pic,ture gallery" must end some'l'lhere in order to be 
t 

~ by the mind, even if it is only to be seen as a group of 

que j t etais Ie reine d I Espagne" :-;Dans Ie fond j e savais bien 
'que ce n I etai''c pas vr:aL" 

3'2Jean-Paul Sartre, Ii I Im~ginatio:q? p. 1280 
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hanging or" inert pictures. There must be an active fo"Tce~ a 

"spontaneity". The image must be comprehen.ded, not only 

apprehended, in order to hope to find its meaninge Yet, both 

comprehension and apprehension imply a subject ~ an object, 

not just an inert group' of objects.. Indeed, Hume's images 

become a once-removed vrorld of perception rather than a dis-

tinct "lorld of imagination; it is like having the reprod-· 

uctions in the guidebook of the Louvre existing in the mind 

as inert, unobserved objects~ rather than a conscious looking 

at the paintings themselves" In short, Hume's "faint images" 

and "strong impressions" both obey the la:ws of things, not 

the Im.;s of consciousnesso His images do not adhere to the 

laws of thought.. The mind obviously cannot distinguish the 

impressions from ideas, the ideas from the rest of the 

"things II of the vlorld e Further, the all-important question 

remains unansw"ered: how is this "thing", the image I'li th 

physical properties ever to be related to human thought? 

Hume's associationism must be abandoned because the role of 

his image cannot fulfill the reqUirements of any adequate 

theory of imagination:. 
Every theory of the imagination must satisfy 
tv10 requirements: it must account for the 
spontaneous distinction ,vhich the mind 
establishes bet liieen its images and its per
ceptions; and it must explain the role which 33" 
the image plays in the operations of thought .. 

And so, the image can never be interpreted as a 

33Jean-Paul Sartre, LtImagination, p. 128. 
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faded, weakened, copied, or vague impression, and still' hape 

to account for our awareness of it. Rather, as imaginative 

consciousness, it is a consciousness immediately directed 

to'.wards its object, and not towards a previous p-erception of 

that object~ .An ;i.mam~. of this piece of paper (i.e o when I am 

not perceiving it) remains an image o~ ~hi!?. p:iece of 1l§J2§L 

upon which I have written; it is not a faded revival of a 

previous perception of the piece o·f paper. The latter would 

be an image of "the perception as object and would be writ-ten: 

"I am conscious of perceiving the piece of paper II, or " I am 

conscious of my perception of this paper." It is possible to 

make such a perceptual exp"erience the object of imaginative 

consciousness, but the object of that consciousness has 

changed from the original piece of paper to a new imaginative 

consciousness of a previous perceptual consciousnesso Here 

we would be on the refl~;,ci'y~ level,. and "would have posited a 

!1§..1i and diff§r~n.:t" object of consciousness, i. e.. "the .... act-of·

perceiving"; this new object of consciousness remains quite 

distinct from eit~~t the perception of the paper itself or 

the image of the papBr itself. 

The consciousness of the paper remains a directly 

p-ointing act of apprehenst6n towards the paper itself, 

vrhether that consciousness of the p-aper is percep-tual or im

aginary. It is the papel;'s and not the reflected or nfaded n 

perception of the pap"er "rhich is posited as the object of the 

imagee 



I turn my head avray. I no longer see the 
sh,eet of paper ..... H01>leVer " the sheet appears 
to me again with its shape, its colour, and 
its location; and I knmv \vell enough, the in
stant that it appears to me, that this is 
precisely the sheet I was looking at just a 
moment ago •••• Assuredly I do affirm that it 
is th~ ~ sheet'1'lith th~ §"?d!L~ qualities •••• 
The sheet '\'lhich appears to me at this moment 
has an, identi ty of essence with the sheet 
v1hich I vTaS looking at just a moment ago. 
And, by essence, I understand not only the 
structure but also the individuality. Only 
this identity of essence is not accompanied 
by an identity of existence. It iss indeed, 
the same sheet of Imper 00. but exists in a 
different manner c'.4 , 
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With this Simple intuition of' (and reflection upon) 

811. image, the image can safely be described. For the object 

of' consciousness, whether reflexive or not, remains certain 
••• '\IJhat has come to be knOi'ffi as an image occurs 
immediately as such to reflection. If this con
sciousness is immediately distinguishable from 
all others, it is because it presents itself to 
reflection with certain traits, certain charac
teristics, Ivhich at once determine the judgement 
'I have an image.' The act of reflection thus 
has a content of immediate certaintY7;~hiCh 've 
shall call the es~nce of the imageo/ 

HOvTever, a true "phenomenology" of the image cannot go beyond 

a mere description. Sartre, perhapS$> remains stricter than 

Husserl himself to phenomenology as a tldescriptive science". 

lilt is one thing to descr~ the image and quite aYlother to 

draw concluf3.i.oll§. regarding its natureo In going from the 

34Jean-Paul Sartre, L~~!paginatiol1, IY. 2. 

35Je8.D.-Paul Sartre, The ps;ychologs:. of Imaginatioll, 
pp .. ,'-4. 
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one to the other we ]rass from certainty to probability., 1136 

The essenc~ is the same in perceptual as in imagina

tive consciousness, simply because in both modes of conscious

ness the pbject is the sarn,e.. :Both "intend II the same 

transcendent objecto But the existenc .. ~ of the tvJ'O forms of 

consciousness differs c This had been the error of Bume~ 

metaphysic: "it resulted in the forlilation not of a single 

sheet of paper on two levels of existence but of tim sheets 

exactly alike exi sting on the same level .. 1137 

This needs further examination., In "imagination" or 

in ttimaginati ve consciousness II that is, in tlimaginingan 

objectll -- the image can never be in consciousness, but re

mains ail intending consciousness of a trailscendent o-bj ect ~ 

All consciousness is an act c In imagining an obj ect , it is· 

the act, and not the "mental image" which distinguishes per

ception and imagination. v.Je have seen that such post, ~cto 

analysis of a "mental image" can never lead to any p.recise 

distinction bet"\veen imagination ancl perception, especially 

when the "mental image" is initially conceived as qualita

tively the same as the percept., Rather, the act of con

sciousness as imagination is a consciousness of its object 

in a particular way "'hich is different from the way in 'lflhich 

consciousness as perception is a consciousness of that same 

36Jean-Paul Sartre, Th~ :Psychology of Imagin8.tion, 

37 Jean-Paul Sartre, L~..Imaginatio.n, po 4. 
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object.. "To perceive, conce .... ve, imagine: these are the three 

types of consciousness by which the same object can be give~ 

to us. "38 For all forms of consciousness the ~ct (or 

"essence II) remains the same: 
The imaginative consciousness I have of Peter is 
not a consciousness of the image of Peter: Peter 
is directly reached, my attentiQn is not directed 
on an image, but on an object. 31j 

To form an image of Peter is to make an inten-· 
tional synthesis which gathers up a mass of 
past events, which proclaims the identity of 
Eeter by means of these diverse appearances 
and which presents this selfsame object in a 
certain form (in profile, three-fourths, full-:
length~ he.lf-length, etco) G This form is nec
essarily intuitive; what my actual intention 
grasps is the corporeal Peter, the Peter I can 
see, touch, hear, if I did see him, hear him, 
or touch himc 40 

In imagining an object, whether it be my absent friend 

or my novv. dead pet dog, I do not .think of the "mental images tI 

of them (not even in' reflection, in which I would imagine, 

conceive, etc., a previous act of ?onsciousness)~ Rather, I 

think of the friend himself, of my dog itself, etc. The 

object is the same for each manner in which I direct my con-

scjLousness at that obj ect. It is this essential identity 

which Sartre calls the 11essence ll of the object. The first 

38Jean-Paul Sartre, The J:~ycholo~ of ~m.£gina~t ion, 
'p. 8. 

39J ean'-Paul Sartre, The ;r, s y c ho ~l.,Qg;Z: Q f Jmagin~.tion, 
p. 8. 

40Jean-Paul Sartre, ~ Psycho 109[ o'f ~magin.£.ti on, 
p. 16 .. 
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characteristic of thi s description of the image can no,,, be 

clearly enuncia,ted e The image is a consciousness, and as 

such it is therefore an act and not an object; it is spontan

eous or pure activi ty. It apprehends its obj ect directly as 

such activity, and the "image" comes to be seen as a relation 

which consciousness has towards an object. Imagination 

shares this characteristic of "spontanei tytl or activity with 

perception, both positing the same essential object. This 

characteristic that imagination is pure activity has been 

emphasized due to its radical and initial departure from 

associationism and our t1every day" attitude to\vards the 

nature of the image. 

The object of imagination and perception is the same. 

Yet t the manner of existence of that obj ect as it app·ears 

before our conscioU'sness does differ according to hO"\'T it is 

intentionally consti~uted or presented to consciousness, i.e. 

by imagination 1 perception, or conception. As consciousnessesl 

they are all spontaneous, all acts; their differences lie in 

ho1,v they intentionally constitute their object. Ho,'T does 

this. constitution of the same essenti al obj ect differ between 

imagination and perception? 

Perception proffers its object as her~ and ~Sillo 

IIThere is a chair 11 ·which confronts me, and impDses itself 

here before me in the immediate pTesento The image does not 

share this. characteristic. It is of the 'lery nature of imag-
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inative consciousness that its obj ect is posited as absent, 

or !'1..Q11-.§.~Jstent, or tl~~her§., or "neu~rali=zed tl (i 0 eo not 

posited as existing, but as figmentary such as Pegasus, uni

corns, centaurs, Picb;.;ick, etc.). Thus P.-~a."liQU.. or negative 

attribution is not only a part of imaginary consciousness, it 

is a necessary part and forms a fundamental and essential: 

characteristic of consciousness of an obJect constituted as 

imaginary.. It is,. perhaps, the principle characteristic 

quality of the image~ \'lhen I imagine a friend, his image is 

characterized by hi.§. absence s either elsew'here in the city, 

or far away in North America. If I attempt to imagine him 

here II he is immediately imagined as non-existent here, for 

otherwise I could p'ercei ve him and not need to rely upon 

imagination" Therefore: 
The characteristic of the intent ional obj ect of 
imaginative consciousness is that the object is 
not present and is posited as such, or that it 
does not exist, and is posi ted as not existing, 
or that it i's not posited at alle 41 

It is impossible for a theory of the image such as 

that of associationism to incorporate this essenti a1 charac--

teristic of imaginatione Elements which share QQlx the 

posi ti ve qualities of perception cannot include the idea of 

negati ve attribution as evident in imagined 0 bj ects" Percep'

tion lJOsits its objects in a position of existing before me 

in the present and only here and now" Imagination negates 
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this perceptual presence (1I7e often close our eyes to aid our 

imagination by attempting to annihilate our perceptions as 

much as possible) and posits its objects in the negative 

positions as absent, not-existent~ non-existent, or as exis

ting else'where (the positive "S0meil'lhere else It still contains 

the negative sense of "not here".) liThe transcendent con

sciousness of Tree as an. image pos,i ts the tree. But it 

posits it !lli .§J1 image, that is, in a manner vlhich is not that 

of perceptual consciousness 0 ,,42 These negative attributes 

ponst~.tute an essential p'art of the intui ti on "I have an 

image". The image is forme.d, with these characteri stics: 

imagination actively appro'aches its obj ect in the relationship 

of imaglnation in a negative manner, that is, negation 

actively is constitutive of the image from the outsetQ "This 

positional act -- and this is essenti al -- i~ not superimposed 

on the im.age a.fter it has been constituted~ The p'Ositional 

act is constitutive of the consciousness of the ima.ge. "43 

Negation is a constitutive element in the formation of the 

image. How can associationism account for the sorro"l'/ rrhJ$h 

is 1Z: constitl.ltive p'art 2i an image of a dea.d or absent loved 

one ~ if the image is onlx conceived as a resuscitation of 

the perception in happier circumstances? Hm·r can Hume add 

42Jean-Paul Sartre, The PSjTcho1Q.gy of Imagin,atiQ..n, 
p. 14. 

43Jean-Paul Sartre, The Ps;ycholog,y of Imagil1at i9,n" 
p'o 15. 
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the qualities of anxiety or loneliness to·' an image 1'1hich by 

his theory can only copy precisely those qualities of the 

percept which \'Tould dispel that loneliness in the image: the 

perceived presence? Only the negative characteristic o:f the 

image as essentially different from the perception can include 

the "la~." which any image necessarily includes: 
For instance, if the image of. a dead loved one 
app-ears to me suddenly, I have no need of a 
'redu'ction I to feel the ache in my heart: it is 
part of the image, it is the direct consequence 
of the fact that the image presents its object 
as not existing. 44 

Perception is tota~ p-ositi'Vity: an object is posited 

as here and now~ In imaginative consciousness, albeit a 

consciousness of something, nevertheles s, the ob j ect of it s 

consciousness is necessarily pDsited a£ negated in some way; 

otherv.rise it would be a perceptuaI consciousness.. An image 

is', therefore, intentional (i 0 e. of something), but p-art of 

that very intentionality of the image is the positing o:f a 

tlnot-here-ness" or some negati ve attribution.. "Nihilation" 

is thus a p-art of the "being" o:f an image in its distinct 

existence from that of a perception" Negative quantifiers 

and ·qualifiers are a part of the initial "giveness I! of the 

image; consciousness constitutes its image as intentionally 

negated in some mannero 

To be even more precise, a perceptual consciousness 
I 

posits ~ negation in its existence f wheras rul imaginative 

44J ean-Pa:ul Sartre, The ~y~c.h.o..19.~ of Jdp.agin~ti on, 
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consciousness posits i'\2:Q. negations in and by its existence .. 

All consciousness, because it is a pre-reflective and primary 

consciousness Q! something, posits gll its objects as tran

scendent. Further, in order to be consciousness, conscious-· 

ness must knoilT it is consciousness Qf. that object.. Thus the 

very transcendence of the intentional object ~~. there is a 

separation bet';veen the cogi to and the o"bj.ects _.- a separation 

between human consciousness and the things of and in the 

world 0 This is the gulf which, in Sartre's terms, sevarates 

~~-§Qi (consciousness) from ~-§Qi (the world of objects) 0 

Immediately, therefore, a perceptual consciousness implies 

not lleing that transcendent object, and a spontaneou's nihil

ation occurs v Imaginative conscio'l"l.sness immediately implies 

a ,a.ouble negation, or two negative qualifiers.. The first 

posits an object which is ill pres1ent (not here, not existing, 

etc,,), the second distinguishes thlB object which is itself 

not the consciousness which is imagining that negated. object .. 

For instance, I do not imagine the paper while I am looking 

at it·: I simply perceive it; yet, I perceive it as tran

scendent to my consciousness, as !12i my consciousness.. Con

sciousness is no more than its object, yet simultan.eou;::;ly 

recognizes itself as consciousness of an obJect and therefore 

ggj;. that object.. Consciousness, thus, is only pure act, and 

only when recognized as pure act, can one hope to understand 

why Sartre considers consciousness (l2:9..l1r.-§oi) a "nothing", a 
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hol~ in being (.§.!1-§.Qi, the objects for consciousness). It is 

non-positional and recognizes all else as transcendent. Yet, 

there is precisely nothi~g left when the abstraction is made 

betvreen .:'!m.-.§Qi and P.Q1!!.-§Qi·, and the relation between con·~ 

sciousness and its object is broken,' ioe .. "then the objects 

are taken away from consciousnessc As pure act, then, per

ceptual consciousness posits its object as full positivity 

. but p'osits it as a transcendent not-consciousness.. In order 

to imaginJZ the paper ~ hOi'T6ver, I must not pe:6cei ve it, i Q eo 

I must posit the paper which is lli2.1 there, and which is also 

not the consciousness which is actively positingo Imaginative 

consciousness therefore posits a truly negative object: it 

posits a transcendent object i-'lhich is Riven as not existing 

in the existing world. Perceptual and imaginative conscious

ness -- percept and image -- are essentially constituted as 

qualitatively different. 

We nov! see that the image is first and foremost a 

consciousness 'which actively posi ts its object, and secondly 

a consciousness which intentionally posits that obj ect as an 

essentia~ negation. These two characteristics o:f the image 

ltThich are radically different from Hurne' s theory of the ima"ga., 

are supplemented by a third and equally essential character

istic.. It must be admittec1_ immediately that Hurne did recog

ni!~e this third -characteristic when he proposed that images 

are faint and weak.. RO,iever, the psychological considera-
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tions concerning the nature'()f human consciousness responsi-

bIle for this weaker state of ' the image remained an admi tted 

mystery for Hume. We find that the two modes of conscious

ness are indeed distinguished by the strong as opposed to 

the weak, but certainly not because one has more and the other 

has less of the same qualities as Hume had believed. Precisely 

because they fundamentally differ in regards to positivity and 

negativity, their respective objects are constituted and formed 

distinctly as well. The pDsitivity of perception and the 

negativity of imagination lead us then to a consideration ox 

the third characteristic of the image, which Sartre has named 

the characteristic of IIquasi--observation ". 

A perceptual' consciousness is one of observe~ objects. 

B,y definition this means that although the object appears to 

me in its entirety as a complete object, nevertheless I see 

it only from one side at a time, that is, from one vantage 

point or position which could never'of itself reveal the com-

v1ete object to me. 
The characteristic of a perception is that the 
object appears only in a series of profiles, of 
projections. The cube is certainly presented 
to me, I can touch it, see it; but I 8~ways see 
it only in a certain fashion which in.cludes and 
excludes at one and the same time a..n infinity 
of other points of view. We, must leq~U objects, 
that is to say, multiply upon them possible 
p'Oints of vievTo The object itself is a synthesis 
of all. these appearances. 45 

45Jean-Paul Sartre, Tl1e £13ycholoillL of Imagin~}.ion, 
po 9. One is referred to Russerl's classic description of the 
unity of the object from single View-points, Iq,eas, section 
41. 
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The objects of perceptual consciousness are given by one 

point of viei'T of that object, but are given §:§. the synthesis 

of all possible p·oints of viewo When I p"erceive a cube, I 

can never see more than three of its sides at one time, and 

yet, I define the object as a cube with its necessary six 

sides e VIe must observe objects, perceive them from clifferent 

points of Vieitl, pronouncing them this· or.that object by the 

evidence .of one (or perhaps several rememl')ered vievlpoints) of 

an infinite number of ~~..i.E.:£Q. vie''lpoints o This leads to 

error to be sure: Ttle may occasionally call a stage-prop) a 

house or a stranger a friend by hastily pronouncing judgement 

u~on an insufficient number of vie\~ints ~- the front of the 

"house ", the back of th~ "friend's" head, etc oe Usually, ho-:'W-

ever, one viey~oint is enough to distingui8h this chair from 

that table, this pen from the other still in its hol'der 0 

That is to say, most obj ects "ltvhich surround us have aTready 

been "learned II by us; vle have already served an ap:prenticeship 

years ago and with reasonable accuracy most objects are dis

closed to us through a Single perspective, one profile or 

poiIl;t of viev.T being sufficient to present us r;lith an object 

which itself is a synthesis of all such possible perspectiveso 
Although an obje~i may disclose itself only 
through a single }.bschattull.£, the sole fact 
of there being a subject implies the possi
bility of multiplying the points of view Qll 
that Abschatt~~£o This suffices to multiply 
to infinity the .AQschat.:t.l1M under consideration.46 

46Jean-Paul Sartre, Being ,?1ld N,othingness, p-. Iv. 
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Perception se~n in this way as the u..nfolding of "the infinite 

in the finite l147 radically differs from the objects of the 

imaginati ve consciousness. liThe obj ect of the perception 

overflol-Ts consciousness constantly,. ,,48 That is, there is and 

will always be infinitely 'more possibl'e viewp'oin~s; an infin"': 

itely greater number of perspectives are always available 

which ,·muld add to our 8..'Viareness of the object, theoreticall.y 

at least. There is alway~ ~ to ,see of an object by a mere 

turn of the head, alteration in lighting, distance from the 

ob,ject, etco "There is always at each and every moment infin-

itely ~ than 've see ••• this manner of brimming over is of 

the very nature of the objectsc tl49 

H01'T8Ver s this is not characteristic of the intentional 

rel'ationship which imaginative consciousness has with its 

object: 

p. 11. 

p'o 10 .. 

I think of a cube as a concrete concept, I 
think of its six sides and its eight angles 
all at once; I think that its angles are right 
angles 9 its sides squared.. I am at' the centre 
of my idea, I seize it in its entirety at one 
glance. I can think of the concrete essences 
in a single act of consciousness; I do not 
have to re-establish the appearance, I have no 
apprenticeship-' to serve. Sueh is, no: doubt, 
the clearest difference betiveen a thought and 
a perceptiono This is the reason why we can 
never perceive a thought or think a perceptiono 

47Jean-Pau:1 Sartre, j3ei!}£ §.nct N othj._ng~, p-'. xlixo 

48Jean-Paul Sartre, ~, ~}[cholog;y: pf lm,ggina:ti on, , 

49Jean-Paul Sartre, Th e !:.§.1.9h 0 1 0 g;y: Qf Lmagination, 



The· two phenomena are radically distinct: the 
one is knowledge whL::h is consciou·s of itself. 
and which p·lace$ itself at once at the centre 
of the object; the other is synthetic unity 
of a mul tiplici ty of 8.ppearances, which slo,.,ly 
serves its apprenticeship·. 50 
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:Both modes of consciousness remain intentional relationships, 

that is~ each is a consciousness of an obj ect; for as 

Theaetetus admi tted s consciousness ·wi thout an obj ect of that 

consciousness is tantamount to not thinking at ar:l.. The 

distinction betvJeen imaginative and perceptual consciousness 

does not rest on the object, but rather on the distinct ways 

in which each respective consoiousness posits or presents or 

"approach.es " its object.. The relationship of imaginative 

consciousness to its object is one of· totality and iI"ll¢ediacy;: 

that of p-erceptual consciousness is immediate in profile, but 

p"artial in view of the entire object posited: this perceptv.al 

object must be synthetically constructed, and can never be 

truly known or presented in its totality. 

Perceptual consciousness involves not only a plenitud1 
but because of the infinite possible "approaches" the con

sciousness can adopt tOi'lards its object in the "field II of 

perception, perception is overflowing to the pOint of infin

ity. Perceived objects are abstractions and synthetic organ

izations; the planes and angles of a cube vlhich are distended 

and distorted"bY the point of view the perceiver adopts, must 

50Jean-Paul Sartre, .!h..§. rs;ychology of ImaginationI' 
p~ 9. 
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be synthetically reconstructed as squares and ninety degree 

angles. On the other hand, unlike the perceived cube which 

must be "toured II for its profiles, "the cube as an image is 

presented immediately for what it is. In perception, a kno,\'J'

ledge forms itself slowTy; in the image the know'ledge is 

immedi ate. "51 

And here .. .;e see the essential- distinction it seems 

Hurne has missed. i'lhereas the object of perceptual conscious

ness has an infinity of possible vi.ews (from which we can 

constantly learn more as these different profiles are reorga

nized and resynthesized together to form our object), the 

image can give no more after its initial fqrmation 'without 

destroying itself and re,constructing another imageo Therefor~ 

unlike the overflo\'ring p-erception9 the image is stat:l,q,= 
The image, on the other hand, suffers from a 
sort of essential poverty. Objects exist only 
in so far as they are thought of" This is 
what all those "\'J'ho consider the ima.ge to be a 
reborn perception fail to understand. The 
difference is not that of vividness but rather 
that the objects of the ,,,orld of images can in 
no '\vay exist in the world of J2ercep:t~; they 
do not meet the necessary condi tion$.?~ 

The object of perceptual consciousness by its very 

natu're has an infinite possibility of different points of 

yiew; there is always more to see from a different tilt of 

51Jean-Paul Sartre, ~ ~ychologx of ~maginati on, 
p. 10. 

52Jean-Paul Sartre, Th~, Psychol£gy o~ Imagina.tipn., 
p. 11. 
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the head, etc. The object of imaginative consciousness is 

limited to nothing more than that conscious attitude itself, 

which one takes t01<Tards an object. The image is negated as 

not being here and now and not bei:qg the, consciousness itself;: 

further, it contains no more than its immediate intentional 

consti tutiono It IInever precedes the intention .. 1153 This is 

precisely why it yields certain and assured knoidedge, and 

precisely why it, cali never yield more knowTedge than. it gives, 

immediately, that is, which the consciousness intentionally 

gave it in its initial formation. The image ig only in so' 

far as it is imagined, or, in other ivords, the image i§. no 

more nor less than its intentional constitution" For this 

reason I can "learn II no more from it, as I can from the p,er-

ceived object. For, it is precisely my intentions which have 

already given' the image what it possesses: I have already 

synthetically constituted it in its totality" 

-
p'. 13. 

p--. 11. 

p. 12. 

The object of consciousness overflow's conscious
ness constantly; the object of the ima.ge is 
never more than the consciousness one has; it is 
limi ted by that consciousness: nothing can be 
learned from the image that is not already 
knovm. 54 

The image teaches nothing, never produces an im
pression of novelty, never reyeals any ne1'{' aspect 
of the object. 55 

~ 

53Jean-Paul Sartre, Th~ P.sycholo&y of Ima£;,tnatj.R.!h 

54Jean-Paul Sartre, 1he rs~chology of Imaginat iQl1, 

55Jean-Paul Sartre, JJ1E? Ps;z:cholog:y: of I}ll?:ginatioll, 



The imag~ gave me ev)rything it p-ossessed in 
a lump'o?O . 

The image teaches nothing: it is organized 
exactly like the objects which do not pro
duce knowledge but it is completed at the 
very moment of its appear~ce. 57 
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It is precisely consciousness itselI which totally 

and wholly constitutes the object as an image of "Thich it is 

a consciousness. Thi s obj ect can only be transvarent tOl 

itself, teaching nothing ne",; it is precisely the knowledge 

a~ready possessed by consciousness and put into the image 

which makes it what it iso The centaur is indeed an object 

gf which I am conscious~ but unlike the paper before me, the 

centaur can only be exactly what my intentions have constitu-

ted it to be. 
In the image a certain consciousness does indeed 
present itself with a certain objecto The 
object is therefore a correlative of a certain 
synthetic act, 1'Thich includes among its 
structures a certain knowledge and a certain 
'intention'. The intention is at the centre of 
the consciousness.~ it is the int ention that 
envisages the object, that is, "Thich makes it 
what it iSeoooThe object as an image is there-~ 
fore contemp-oraneous "I'li th the consciousness I 
take of it, and it is determined exactly by tha~l; 
consciousness: it includes nothing in itself but 
what I am conscious~ofo58 

--'. __ " __ "_"4. _ .. _ ... ", 

56Jean-Paul Sartre, The, PS:lcholo:g:r OI J m a,&i. na,t i O.fl9 
pc> 12. 

57Jean-Paul Sartre~ The ~cholog;y: of Imaginat,i on, 
p. 11. . 

58Jean-Paul Sartre, ~ Ps;y:cholog;,y of f.1p.aginat i011;, 
p. 12. 
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Since imagination is limited to precisely my consciou'sness o:f' 

its object, yet, that object. is wholly constructed and con

stituted by the intentions I put into it initially, inten-

tionality does not only define consciousness; it defines and 

constitutes my imaginative objects as ''1e110 They can never 

exceed my intentional constitution of themo 

Herein rises, perhapssothe greatest objection to 

Saxtre's tfueory of the image~ If the image is poverty-stric~ 

en, and cannot yield any more kno1<Tl'edge regarding its object 

than it was initially given, then the image cannot be 

"observed ", or studied for ne'\'/ properties.. Those who raise 

thi s question are immedi ately failing to recogni ze that they 

vie'l'T the image not as an activity of an intentional conscious-

ness, but as an inert objectg a picture which can be studied. 

Hary llarnock objects to an "unanal3rsable" image: 
This is Sartre's viel'T, and it seems to me to be 
neither very clear, nor, as far as I can under
stand it, strictly true. For in fact it is 
sometimes plausible to conjure up an image 
specifically in order to find out more about 
the object under consideration. If I am asked, 
for example, what colour somebody's tie vlaS 
whom I met yesterday, I ma3T create a mental 
image of the man and then discern by this means 
the colour of his tie. The difficulty is that I 
may get the colour wrong, and if I do, there is 
no immediate check on this.. But at least this 
example might suggest that we sometimes su.1?.£Q.§,~. 
that w'e c an study an image, and learn from it 
something ''1hich we did-

9
not at least consciously 

build into the imageo 5 

59r.1ary Warnock, "The Concrete Imagination", The 
~~al. of the ]ritish pocie~x. fot Phenoffi?nology, I (1970), 9. 
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Such criticism is itself somelvhat vague; whether we 

"suppose tI that Ive can study and image or not ~ and whether Ire 

can or not, may alone be worth an examination. However, let 

us examine the possi bili ty of extracting any new' knowledge 

from our image. If I conjure up an image of an absent frien~ 

let u's say my "dfe whom I believe to be sho'pping, I cons'titute 

my image from the memory I have of her last appearance, that 

is, the image folloi;"s a definite and predetermined patterno 

I £.§.ll think of her by imaginative. consciousness in a red 

coat, but I con..§..ti tut..§. the imaginative consciousness as w'ear

ing a, yellOiv coat, because prior to the imaginative conscious

ness I know she does not have a rea coat, but rather a golden 

leather oneo Thus, my imagination intentionally constructs 

the image approaches her as image and defines her with the 

kno'\dedge supplied by memory_ But what of her scarf? My 

consciousness as imagination depicts her scarf as bright 

greeno This coincides with my knOidedge that she has a green 

scarf. But did I "look at the image II to di scover its colour? 

No, nor upon reflection can I "suppose ll I did so, as Warnock 

suggests. HOivever, if there is a poverty, saY"l0f her foot

wear, completely lacking in my image, I may recQ..ll..?truct my 

image from knoi'lledge I already have, to create an imaginative 

con~ciousness of her in coat, scarf, and boots; but no matter 

how long I study my image of head, coat, and scarf, no boots 

will appear! However, pecause precisely of the distinctive 
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character of her boots, I !!lay realize the lack of "something II 

below· the coat, and my ~~ that she alltTays "lears her 

boots in winter immediateIy comI:rels me to reconstruct the 

image to a new consciousness of her as head, scarf, coat, and 

boots protruding below. Again I £.ru1 ask of my imaginative 

consciousness "are the boots tied?1I I examine the image once 

again. If I am honest, I see that I call .. 11ot aJ.1Si'ler thi s 

question. I realize that there is a "lack" of this inform

ation, 1. eo it is not initially given by the image and I 

rationally reconstruct my· image ,'lith boots tied or 1m.tied, 

and rep-eat the preceding process. That is, I progressively 

reconstruct the image to fulfill the needs my questioning 

demands of it: this is all done "after the fact" of the orig

inal imaginati ve acto I recognize the fact that.§;§. .§.Q,QJl 12& I 

.§.§keQ-. :!ill§. gue.§~.i2llof the imaginative consciousness, that 

consciousness , thereby, having its attention dravm tOvlards 

the lack of information it needed in order to supply the 

necessary anmver, immediately reconstitutes itself to produce 

a n.ew imaginative consciousness of her" Perhaps 1.;hy \'larnock 

feels we m.gy: study, or "suppose I' that we can study an image, 

is simply this trait of imaginative consciousness to actively 

yet almost immediately reconstitute itself when attention is 

directed towards one aspect of its fu..11.damental poverty. In 

her example of a man t s tie (-!;,hich I feel. is an unfortunate 

example, because it is often the character of a man's tie to 
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ttlack of tie II or at least a lack of information as to its 

colour, imagination may immediately especially as I say 
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when it concerns a man's memorable tie reconstitute itself 

to include the sole splash of colour most European men a110il'T 

themselves 9 as a part of a new" imageG Indeed, the very gulf 

bet"ltleen consciousness and its object, as "Sartre repeatedly 

pnints out, is the gulf "Thereby the questioning consciousness" 

approaches its object 0 If then, the imaginative consciousness 

again questionB an aspect of its object (the tie), a nmv 

questioning consciousness approaches the object and vlith its 

intentional attitude n01v encompassing the object from this 

~ questioning approach (tie colour)1 the object i.§. 

reconstitute.Q. "'.vith the new question, an.d, if pnssible, 

answered by that new intentional gaze c But the reflexive 

gaze of consciousness tOvrards itself, i .. e G the eXaInination or 

qu"estioning not of the object but of the image or imaginative 

consciousness itself can never yield any new information abou~ 

the object: how can it, Bince the image is already petrified 

and limited ~ the intentions consciousness takes of its 

object. It is for this reason that examination of the image 

can never yield tie colour, but rather a lliill: ~ is consti

tuted to incorporate an answ"er to the question of its colour. 

Since Warnock admits that we have no immediate means to veri

fy the colour of the tie, consciousness has no verified 
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means of constituting the image v;ri th the prop-er colour either 0 

For this reason often we subsequently find. our image was 

wrong because the knoi'Tledge which constituted the intentions 

was wrong. Howeyer t the image can never "precede" the inten-

tions. The image can never yield knowledge beyond its con-

stituting intentions because it is precisely these intentions 

which constitute everything about the image" Rather than 

\varnock's vague, hypothetical example, let us examine another. 

example.. It is concerning this very question that Alain 

writes: 
r'~any people report having an image in their 
memory of the Pantheon and being able to'. 
evoke it qUl te readilYe I ask them to please 
C011...11t the columns that supp'ort the facade; 
and they not only fail to do so but even to 
try ito However, this is the easiest thing 
to do the moment they have the rea~ Pantheon 
before their eyes.. What thEm dQ they see 
when they imagine the Pantheon?60 

Alain of course mistakenly concluded that images 

could not exist becau:se they could not be studied, rather 

than recognizing the image as an intentionally filled and 

completed act of consciousness.. Ivarnock beli eves the image 

is some miniature analogue or picture in the mind which can 

be observed there.. Rather, the imagination can only vaguely 

and incompletely form my image of the Pantheon, one aspect at 

a time, as my intentional gaze constitutes it. The number of 

. 60 Alain9ftyst~!I@ des BEla.!h~:-A~ts ~ (New Edition; Paris: 
Gallimard), p. 342. Quoted by Sartre, p. 114 of Tp~ 
Ps~cho1o~ of Imaginatiou and po 117 of the original text 
L I I.mggi,nairQ. 
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columns can never be taken f'om the image, not tmlessI knew 

it previ ously as a concept f as kno'Vlledge, and constituted the 

image as having such and such a number of' columns" But, in 

this case my 01ID int entional gaze gives the number as the 

image is created.. The image has exactly 'VThat my intentions 

(therefore, my knowledge in those intentions) give it, and no 

more.. "An imaginative consciousness is a consciousness of an 

object §I& !ill imaf@ fu'1.d not consciousness of aq .im.£~; 1161 the 

imaginative consciousness points directly to its object" 

This, "image" of the Pantheon '~hich Alain has asked me to 

conjure up is none the less the Pantheon itself' on the Left 

Bank 1 in the Lat in Quart er, near the go rbonne, "lith trucks of 

g,endarmes alvTaYs parked in from awaiting student mobs.. Alain 

could never have included those trucks in his image; they 

were never a part of the !:,antheol1 1- tself "'Thich he either sa;;;'l 

or imagined, thou"gh they? are part and parcel of the Pantheon 

and its tlre'al ll neighbourhood now" Yet, precisely because it 

is that object -- the Pantheon -- as image, (i 0 e .. not. he~,L 

it is intentionally constituted as such only';by what my 

knowledge can remember.. Only my mental imaginary faculty 

can create the Pantheon of Paris for me here in Louvain.. It 

is entirely imaginary. If then it is nothing but a construc

tion of the mfnd, clearly it cannot contain more than what my 

p. 112. 
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mental activity puts into it" Perhaps this is what 'Ivarnock 

meant \'Then she shifts to say that we might find something we 

did not ticonsclously" builld into the image" To this I can 

only ask what it would mean for a consciousness to intention

ally construct an unconscious image, or aD unconsciousness 

(and therefore, non-consciousness) to construct a conscious 

image. 

As "quasi-observed tl then, the image is different in 

character from the infinite plenitude of p-erception in so far 

as i-g possesses only vThat the imagination gives to it" As 

such it is greatly limited, yieTding no more than the knoiv

ledge 1;vhich the intentions constituted it "'I'ri th ... in the first 

place., The image is given immediately in its totality" It 

cannot be observed, because it is itself an act, a me811S 

consciousness has of apprehending its transcendent object. 

Nor can reflexi ve co~sciousness give more knoivledge because 

the reflected imaginative consciousness teaches nothing: its 

kno"\<}'ledge was completely given and already kno'\m by the con

sti tuting imagination. The image is related (intentionally) 

to tpe object of which it is an image ":'·-it is that object .a§. 

an image -- but it is not related to the rest of the world. 

It is for this reason that imaginary horses can fly, that we 

can conjure up unicorns and centaurs. They are constructions 

of imaginative consciousness through and through, and are 

thereby freed from the lavls of the physical "lOrld to \,lhich 
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they bear no, relation except what I might intend them to have. 

The image is limited by consciousness and only by that con

sciousness Vihi ch consti tut es it. The rest of the vlOrld does 

not limit it, as fire is limited by water for example; indeed, 

one can easily "imagine \I ",ater burning. To imagine something, 

to construct an object as an image, necessarily presupposes 

the knovledge it contains, for it is 'with' this kno'wledge that 

the intentions constitute it for what it is. It is for this 

reason that my intentions limit the image; for , it is also' 

limited in terms of the knoivledge I have. I cannot imagine 

something of which I have absolutely no knovrledge whatever, 

for this is tantamount to having an empty or blank thought, 

i.e. of not thinking.. Hov/ever, my knowledge may subseq,uently 

add synthetically to the image, as we saltv ivi th the image of 

my wife' to which boots ivere added synthetically when my 

knoirvledge reminded m~ of her actual (physical) habits. I 

could just as easily of course have synthetica::Lly added 

wheels, but my kno"l'lledge would immediately pronounce the 

intentional negation IInon-existent III as \'Tell as the "not-here

ness" of the obj ect e Since the image contains no more than 

what my intentions give it, and it is limited by my conscious

ness of it, nothing happens in the image of its o"m accord .. 

It canrr,ot surprise me as can my pBrception, for exa~ple, of 

a frog "\>lho suddenly leaps aivay. :fv1y image is limited ,,'ThoTly 

by my conscious m'l2f.['eness of it; my consciousness contro.1§. j..t. 
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The image can never precede t:1e intention I have of it, as 

the frog can precede my intentional apprehension. As a resu~t, 

my image can neversurprise.me. I~..l!Q!L what will happen, be-

cause it is precisely and only myself;·;who causes it to happen. 

Yet, by the same token, the intentional consciousness never 

precedes the object. If I ,vish the object to move, it moves 

with my "I'lish as a result of my '\>Iish. It i.§. my wish, or at 

least s the "obj ect as I wish it. 

The image then, or rather the object as object of an 

imaginati ve consciousness, can. never be an inert copy in the 

mind e It is a consciousness, that is, an acti ve manner i'lhich 

consciousness has of relnting to its objects. Yet, as imag

inative, it negates that object as necessarily imaginary, that 

is, as not here, not-existing, or non-existentG As a result 

of j.ts negation from the physical 'world~ the image comes lnto 

being and ceases to be wholly wlthin the imaginative con-

sciousness; consequently, the image cannot obey the laws of 

the physical world, but is limited only by the conscious 

8.''i'Tareness I take of ito Since it is constructed and limited 

only by my imaginat ion, it CaJ.1 never t ell me more than I 

already know, for it is itself only an intentional product 

of my knoi'il edge • 
. 

Rume aimed to show that no ultimate philosophically 

satisfactory distinction could be made bet'ween his mental 

and physical vlOrlds; p-erhaps because his empirical psychology 
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was more interested in the mecha..n.i sms invol vedin the assoc-

iation of impressions and ideas. Had he looked at the nature 

of our perceptions and ima.ges themselves, perhaps he ,wuld 

have realized that tithe image contains in its very nature &'1 

element of basic distinction .. n62 

The classical metaphysiqal distinctions bet"Vleen per-

ception and imagination, besides being inadequate, are no 

longer valid o Perception cannot be said to be distinguished 

from the imagination as the passive from the active, because 

we have seen that both modes of consciou"sness are pure 

activitY9 ioe~ a consciousness apprehending its object. Nor 

can they be distinguished by app"ear to the "outer" and "inner II 

as both refer to the object; intentionality has banished 

objects from within consciousness. All consciousness is 

actively a consciousness of a transcendent obj ect.. They can 

no longer be di~tinguished by an appeal to the qua~itative 

and gu"anti tati ve nature of the image 2nd percept themselves, 

but only to the manner in which consciousness is aviare of its 

transcendent objects in its different faculties. 

62Jean-Paul Sartre, The Ps;y:cholo,g;y: of Imggination, 
ppo 14-5 .. 

," 
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CONCLUSIONS AND MORE GENERAlJ CONSIDERATIONS 

Husserl p'ersistently affirmed that 011e cannot· 
dissolve things incconsciousnesso You see a 
tree, to be sure.' But you. see it, just I'There 
it is: at the side of the road, in the midst 
of the dust, alone and writhing in the heat, 
eight miles from the Nediterranean coasto It 
could not enter into Y01xr consciousness ~ for 
it is not of the same nature as consciousness~l 

In this concept of intentionality ire find a restor-· 

ation, above all, of the essential relationship' betlveen our

sel ves and the Vlorld around us" irle no longer measure the 

world about us h;y: the way it appears, rather the i'TOrld i.§. 

the way it appears to us. "The being of an existent is 

exactly' what it ap:pears • Relative the phenomenon remains, 

for 'to ,appear' supposes in essence somebody to whom tOl 

appear. 112 Yet, this obj ect intentionall:~r consti tut ed by our 

consciousness and therefore relative to it, do:es not have a 

further essence beyond its nature as appearing: "it reveals 

itself as it is. ,,3 Objects are not ,in my consciousness any 

IJean-Paul $artre, iiIntentionali ty: A liUnda.'11ental 
Idea of Husserl's Phenomenology", trans. J. P. Fell in The 
Journal. ot the_ ]3ri tis.11 ~oci ety for Phenomenolof;JC, I, no:-2 
lfilay 1976), 4. ThlS first appeared in 110uye:l:;1~ Re-Y)1..§. 
}1:al1p_~d.s_~, III (1}39), and subsequently as "Une Idee fonda
mentale de la l?henomenologie de Husserl: I' intentionali tell in 
Si tuati<m..§. 1, tParis: Gallimard, 1947). 

2Jean-Paul Sartre, Being §Jld Ifothingnes.§., p'" live 

3Jean-Paul Sartre, ,Being ~ !otflingnes~? p-.. live 
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more than my consciousness is in the objects; we avoid this' 

peculiar and troublesome theory '\-Then we realize the nature o:f 

the intentional relationship which unites consciousness to 

the i<TOrld of ,·rhich '\-le are. conscious 0 Everything is given in 

the relationship itself, and there is no longer need for an 

.§.gQ "behind II consciousness than there is for a reality 

"behind" objects • 
••• this tree on its bit Of parched earth is not 
an absolute 1'lhich ivould subsequently enter into 
communication iivi th us. Consciousness and the 
world are given at one stroke: essentially ex
ternal to consciousness, the 'world is neverthe
less essentially relative to consciousness. 4 

Consciousness can only be a consciousness of its ob~ 

ject or it is nothing. Not to have an object of conscious-

ness is not to perceive, imagine, conceive, etc •• Every con~ 

scions act unites U"S ivith the ,vo r Ie!. of "lhich we are conscious, 

and necessarily asserts the existence of both sides of that 

relationship. Consciousness as a consciousness Qf something 

means that lithe intentional structure of consciousness ul ti-

mately imp"lies that all beings in the ivoTld are relative to 

consciousness in so far as they must be conceived as a 

possi ble correlate or obj eet of consciousness, and that there-

fore the latter itself cannot be :Qart. of the j'lOrld or nature, 

but must be transcendental. 115 

4Jean-Paul Sartre, t:Intentionality: A Fundamental Idea 
of Husserl's Phenomenologyll, p. 4. 

5James r!Iorrison, IIHusserl and Brentano on Intention
ality", Philosouhy and Phenomenological Researc1~$ XXXI (1970)" 
45" 
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In the Die Idee del' .~~nomenologi.e.6 Heidegger paints 

out that the philosophical study of being has led to the post

Kantian philosophy not of Being but of consciousness. This 

is not surprising. As indicated above, Being is defined and 

constituted by the intentional apprehension consciousness has 

of it. A study of Being begins "li th a phenomenoIogical de

scription of Being; that is, ontology or the study of Being 

is a description of Being only as it is revealed to the con-

sciousness, for it is consciousness which defines, separates 

off, distinguishes, and gives ,meaning to the objects of the 

world. First then, intentional consciousness is itself' an 

nontological proof" of a worId of lThicp. "'v'le are conscious. 

"Consciousness is consciousness of something. This means 

that transcendence is the constitutive structure of con-

sciousness; that is~ that consciousness is born sU:R.12.Q.T..1ed :!2x 

a being which is not itself. 117 

The world as such is given to consciousness: to be 

.QQQsciou.§. me2.llS there is an existing wo1'l(l to be conscious of 0 

•• 6Martin Heidegger, ill . J§.ee de:[ PhM1'l:.Q]!sno~o&..~ 1lllg, 
9.er Ruclfg~mg auf das J2.?\oJ1),sstsej.p... Originally to be Heidegger f s 
contri bution to the defini ti on "Phenomenology" along ivi th 
Husserl in the fourteenth edi t.ien of EnclLclo..J?a.ec3Ja Britannic,§. 
but never completed in time, it is now in Erlglish, tr811So 
John N. Deely an~. ~oseph p:. Novak~ liThe Idea of Phenomenology ", 
Th~ IT~m Schol.£.;,StlClSl1b XLIV (1970) 

7Jean-Paul Sartre, .Being r.nd Nothingg,ess~ po lxxiiiG 
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It is only in abstraction that we can even talk of a con-

sciousness without its intentional correlate, or a ~vorld as 

yet unrevealed as that correlate of rul apprehending conscious-

ness. 
I am aware of a 'World, spread out in space end-
~lessly, and in time becoming and become, 'without 
end. I am aW'are of it, that means'1Iirst of all, 
I discover it immediately, intuitively, I exper
ience it. Through sight, touch, hearing, etc., 
in different itrays of sensory perception, corpor-~ 
eal things somehow sp-atially distributed are f2I 
illQ. simm ~.§..~ in verbal or figuratIve sense 
IIpre8 ent !1, whether or not I p'ay them speci a1 
attention by busying myself "lvith them, consider
ing, thinking, feeling, willing. 8 

I find m3rself at all times, ruld ,,·;rithout my ever 
being able to change this, set in relation to a 
world 1'7hich, through its constant changes, re
mains one ana. ever the same. It i~ continually 
"present" for me, and I myself am a member of it ~ 9 

The \'lOrld is the necessary correlate to consciousness, and 

is revealed to us in some aspect in every act of conscious-

ness e It is ali'rays the~ as the fi eld of conscious acti vi ty, 

the basis of consciousness itself. 
. We emphasize a most important point once again in 

the sentences that follo",r: I find continually pre
sent and standing over against me the one spatio
temporal fact-itTOrld to which I myself belong, as 
do all other men, found in it and related in the 
same way to it. This 'fact-w'orld I, as the 
vlOrld already tells us, I find i2. be gut.. j;p.er. . .§., 
and also :La1£§. it ilJ·st .§§.. it gi v.§§ it §.elf to ill§. §§. 
%o~~thing,~p~ exists .ou~ ih~r~ ... e 'The' world 
~s as fac"G-world I::dways there •.• 1it' remains ever, 
ln the sense of the general thesis, a world that 
has its being out there. lO 

8 Ed.mund Husserl, Idea~, p. 91. 

9Edmund Husserl, Idea;§., pp'. 92-3. 

10 Edmund Husserl, Ide.§.§" p'. 96. 
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The world (gQw-soi) is always :there ~ transcendent to 

consciousness 0 It is "touj ours-dej a.-donne" .. 11 This 'ltlOrld is 

a plenitud.e, a superfluity of being, providing an in:finite 

ntunber of possi ble vievlpo~nts and thereby unending possi bil

ities :for my conscious apprehension. It simply is and in it

self has no other property but its existence. Human con

sciousness, the .£Q.ill.:--'.§.Q.=h has for its transcendent obj ects 

this 'Yrorld of "things If "heretofore undif:ferenti ated, merely 

existing. Consciousness i tself,as "T,'le have seen, contaillE2. 

nothing, it can only intentionally point at the world (the 

§l1-soi). Its exi.stence remains nothing but this pointing 

to'ltlards its transcendent objectsf :for it is nothing but a 

consciousness p:f them.. Consciousness, as a consciousness of 

its transcendent correlate, is not an object but a conscious

ness of an object. Consciousness is not a thing, but a con

sciousness of things. It is !1..Q.1 a thing : it is "n,Q.-thing". 

Being or the gn-soi is a full plenitude, solid (massif), 

super:fluous (de ir.QE), and :full positivity. "Being is. Being 

is in itself. Being is what it is."12 It has nothing above 

and beyond its own existence, in and of itsel:f. klything 

beyond its mere existence is attributed in the intentional 

gaze of the apprehending consciousness. Human consciousness, 

llAlphonse De ,\vaelhens, Le Choix, Le Monde, L' ExistenQ.§" 
p. 56. 

12Jean-Paul Sartre, ]3~ing and Rothingness, p'" lxxix. 
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or the ~~-soi, remains a pTe activity and pure spontaneity 

in the face of this amorphous plenitude. As a "no-thing", 

consciousness is negation, or a nothingness in Sartrefs 

terminology 0 This means that in itself consciousness is 

nothing and has no being or meaning, but is only IlfillP"Uorted by 

a being which is not itself." 1,'le can talk about this con-

sciousness and describe its actions, and the results of its 

actions$ But in it~lf it contains nothing and exists pnlx 

as a rev'ealing intui tion of J- I et~ sm.-·soi.. Sartre admit s his 

indebtedness to Husserl for the full realization of the diff-

erence bet,V'een consciousness and the obj ects of consciousness, 

poU!-~~i and ga-soi. It is the intentional character of con-

sciousness, the tral1si tive a.i1d transcendent value o:f the "of II 

that consciousness takes of its object, 'tvhich demonstrates 

the gulf between consciousness and its objects. 
Indeed, consciousness is defined by intention
ality. By intentionality consciousness 
transcends itself. It unifies itself by es
caping_from itself. l ) 

This means that transcendence is the constitu
ti ve structure of consciousness; that is, that 
consciousness is porn oriegted to}fards a being 
which is not itseff7T4 

To say that consciousness is consciousness o.f 
something means that for consciousness there 

-------------------------------.. _._-----------------*. -----------------
13Jean-Paul Sartre, The Xranscend ence of the lQgo, p. 

14Jean-Paul Sartre, BeiP.=..~ ancLlJ..2Yhin@.e...§.fi, p. lxxiii. 
Corrected by Herbert Spi egelberg, p-henomenologi c.al l,\1ovement, 
p. 488" 



is no being outside of that precise obligation 
to be a revealing intuition of something, i.e. 
of a transcendent beingo l5 
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Yet, if consciousness (~-soi) is nothing, or 

rather is only a revealing intui tiOll of being (the ;''lOrld, illl

§.Qi), and the world i~ and .1.~§.:t is., then the consciousness 
,., 

becomes "£u ~rou ~ i:.§.tre ". Its ovm existence, to talk of 

whatever sort of existence it has, be~omes an existence for 

the revealation of what does in fact exi st 0 Being C~.n-§.9i) 

is the ":G.9tali t~1I of Levinas: it cannot be added to. Con

sciousness does not ad9:. to being, rather it "apprehends II it 0 

Yet, it cannot apprehend it in its totality, for as Brentano 

(and Socrates) had pointed out, consciousness is a conscious-

ness of some one thingc Thus consciousness, although existing 

only as a revelation of the m-soi or totality of existence t 

becomes a negating element \'ii thin the world, "llil gall". In 

order that consciousness be a consciousness of some one dis-

tinguishable thing in particular, that Q1lQ. obj ect of con

sciousness must be differentiated or negated from the rest. 

Any affirmation, judgement, or apprehension of one obj ect 

within the plenitude of Being ipso faqtQ denies the rest. 

The very fact that ;,ve speak of the 1'10 rd "0 bj ect" impli es a 

negating differentiation \vhich has already removed, defined, 

and separated off this "obj ect 11 from the mass of tot ali ty. 

Consciousness is a consciousness of the ;''lOrld. The :Q.Q.1IT.-soi 

----------------~--------------~~~--~~.~~~------------~ 
15Jean-Paul Sartre, ].§Jpg and Nothingnes§j, p. lxiii. 



stands opposed to and in the face of the gQ-soio 
The tvlO realms are u-tterly distinct: neither can 
be reduced to the otner, neither can be derived 
from the other, 'each is its ovm justification 0 

And yet, there is a de facto dialectical rela
tionship betl·reen the two. All. being is rela
tive to consciousness, not ~ £~, but gg 
lfrLQ.!ill., and all consciousness is intentional, 
i.e., is consciousness Qf being. Of itself con
sciousness is 'non-substantial'; its only 
'substance' and 'content' come from its objects; 
it is pure intentionality.16 
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Existing 21l1Y: as an intentional revelation of Being, 

consciousness in and of 'itself has no being. It is nothing 

in and of itself, existing only ~ a negative or disting-

uishing feature in relation to Being. There i§. only Being, 

but this is defined, differentiated, and given meaning by the 

intentional attitude of the transparent and transcendent 

!?.our-.§.9l.. rour-soi or consciousness becomes a Itpositive ll 

negation in the sense that ia its~1t it is nothing, but as 

an intentional act in relation to the world, it is the revel

ation of the i'Torld to us. Intentiona~i ty Q,ef.j;.ne..§, the w·orId 

as it is reve3~ed to consciousness. The .§ill-soi, the i'lOrld 

as such, just is, but in this amorphous existence it has no 

meaning. Our consciousness gives meaning to the ,,;rerld. It 

is only our intentional ,gaze which is capable of defining and 

importing meaning on the objects about us. Let us examine 

one hypothetical but concrete example. 

16Jam~s M. Edie, IiSartre as Phenomenologist and as 
Existentialist Psychoanalyst" in Pheno~2.nolQEY: and Existential
~, ed. Lee and Mandelbaum (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 
1969), p. 148. 
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I hold an obj ect, small, ndish-like". Already my 

consciousness has differentiated it as not the \vardrobe, not 

the blotter on my desk, etc • ., I hav"e given it a "partial" 

meaning in defining its shape, but I do not, for the purposes 

of this example, give it a meanl.n~:, a raisQ.,ll fl.1~tr.§. for my

self or anyone else, I 'I .... ill not "define it" for what my con

sciousness has already taken or apprepended it to bee In my 

exemplary reverie nOifl, I proffer this circular, indented ob

ject to a cigarette-smoking friend from Paris. That object 

is immediately and unhesitatingly desi@;l.'1ated by him; its 

meaning is constituted by his defining consciousness of it as 

"ash-tray", I'd th all the implications of that meaningful 

designation (e.g. he deposits his ashes in it, leaves his 

cigarettes in it, being cogni zant that the obj ect i'Till not 

burn, etc.). How"ever, if I Ivere to proffer this ~ object 

to a Lapland Eskimo, a serious change would occur. The 

object" might be designated "lamp" again vTi th the knowledge 

that it i"ould not leak the precious oil, iflOUld not burn when 

overheated or empty, etc... The "physical properties n of this 

object remain identical. Its essence does not change reg~d

ing its spatio-temporal existence. Its essence remains the 

same because the object remains the same. If we leave the 

constitutive intention of the person who fabricated the 

dish-object aside, it can readily be seen that in this 

hypothetical case, the meaning, purpose, and identification 



of the object were constituted from the stand-point of the 

tvTO persons.. Since they both knew the physical properties 

of this same dish-object, it is apparent that their inten-

III 

tionality, the "'v'fay in whic? the object v/as presented to their 

consciousness, £QlLsti t,p.t ed. that di sh-object as tvro intention-

ally different utensilse That dish-object is ~l ash-tray to 

the Parisian, just as much as it is. a lamp-bovTI for the 

Eskimo. Nor are there two modes of existence; the object 

simply exists gg t"l<TO different and distinct correlatives of 

intentional consciousness. The object is encountered and 

interpreted differently; but it is an object meant and intend

ed, and ~.ak§Ja exactly ~ only §.§.. it is meant and intended. 

The consciousness of our two subjects have constituted the 

object for what it is.. It might be interesting to point out 

that neither of these intentionally constituted objects 

"grasped" the object in this case with the same meaning or 

l2ur'Dos~ for which the dish was fabricated; it had always 

remained, in my example, a ceremonial eating dish of the 

Samoan Islanders. 

Consciousness is a negating element in the fac~ of 

full positivity. It is a hole in being, a non-substantial 

activity in the face of substantial inertness. Russerl had 

stated himself that "between consciousness and reality there 

yawns a veri table abyss of sense .. 1117 Sartre specifically 

17Edmund Russerl, "Z"\vischen Bewusstsein und Reali tat 
gan.nt ein wahrer Abgrund .des Sinnes It, :Jdeen 2ill Einer 11einen 
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attempts to ford this ontolo~ical gap necessarily implied by 

the intentional nature of consciousness: that consciousness 

cannot be reduced to the world (.2!1-soi) and vice versa. One 

is negative, the other p:ositiye; one apprehends, the other is 

apprehended. }i'or Husserl, it is of fundamental importance to 

keep before us this difference between reality and conscious-

ness, between obj ect and subj ect. As Spiegelberg points out, 

hOlvever, it is precisely this which Sartre vTishes to overcome. 

"Sartre's most authentic statement of his fundamental object

ive thus far is contained in the closing paragraph of his 

latest book, .~~\int Gene1.;. I To reconcile the obj ect and the 

subject ~ 1118 Yet, there remains this gal' ,tlhich separates 

Being and the consciousness of that Being. The g§J2. as such 

signifies the unending struggle of the Rour-~ to negate the 

iill.-.§.Qi, of human consciousness to apprehend, categorize, 

understand, and define the infinit~ w()rld which engulf's him. 

The rift betvreen' ,§Q-soi and 12our-sot is not one of polar 

duality so much as one of an endless, developing continuum: 

our constant discovery of the world, the meaningless QU-?oi 

delineated as meaningful objects for human consciousness. It 

~s precisely this "positive negativity" Ivhich reconciles the 

----------------------~--------------------------------------
Ph~nomenologie, und ;J?hanomenologischen Philosophie, (The Hague: 
Martinus Nijhoff', 1950), I. 

18Herbert Spiegelberg, The PheD~logical r1Q,vement, 
(The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1960), II, 455. 
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gap between subject and object, "man and his world il • Con

sciousness as negation is a dialectical counterpoint of Being 

as total positivity: consciousness lacks Being, and Being 

lacks consciousness. Yet, in this tlbalance" of 'lJIThat lacks 

what, an uneven distribution is clear: the :£~-§oi or human 

consciousness is a total "lack" of anything. Yet, they both 

remain interlocked and interdependent; each reg~i~ the 

other. And here ''1e meet a duality which is irreconcilablee 

In the opening pages of ~Etr~ et Ie N~ Sartre claims that 

duality lies merely between the infinite and the finiteo Yet, 

his ontological thesis of potIT..-soi and .sm.-soi necessarily 

imI)lies a metaphysical dualism which I feel cannot be recon-

.ciled~ As Rauch states ·the question: "HOiV' can unconscious 

Being be absorbed in unreal consciousness? 1i19 Are we not 

making a categorical error in the Kantian sense if Sartre is 

allo"red the possi bil.i ty of reconciliation; for ivhat category 

of understanding would include simultaneously that which is 

and that which is not~ a positivity with not only a negativity, 

but a negation of that very posi ti vi ty? Yet, despi te the 

nece.ssity of posing these all too common criticisms, it is 

plain that no greater metaphysical question arises, if, indeed, 

all phenomena are reduced to objects for consciousness. The 

intentional consciousness of Brentano implies that all con-

$ciousness is consciousness of phenomena., and Kant I s work 

19Leo Rauch, "Sartre,·Merleau-Ponty, and the Hole in 
Being !I , J?hilosophical St~dies, XVIII, (1969), 125. 
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precisely outlined that phenomena are only actual vrhen pre

sented to consciousness. The position seems sound even if 

Sartre's presentation seems unclear. Consciousness can only 

be consciousness of its object; the world can only exist as 

an object for consciousness. The gap between ~~L-§9i and 

£Q-§Qi~ Il.§.V01sstsein. and RE2,Mitat.9 subjecti:vity and objectivity, 

is not filled in and can never be filled in. :But it is 

bridged by the appearing of the one fo~ the other, the 

apprehending o~ the other by the former. Omuis $l~termi4.ati(Yl 

est negatio. 

Yet, from this intentional bridge which relates the 

world to our consciousness of it, comes a greater realization 

of !l0V>?: Q'ill: !l2.rld behaves. Subject and object "p·oles" are 

rec'ognized as only tw"o aspects of the same phenomenon. "To 

be is to fly out into the "Torld, to spring from the nothing,,:,: 

ness of the world anq. of consciousness in order suddenly to 

burst out as consciousness-in-the-world.,,20 In recognizing 

that the objects are defined by our intentional apprehension 

of then, we see ho·w vast our world is, yet, also how many 

times "lve have already defined objects for which we still seek 

yet another defini tiono Each time vle have thought, imagined, 

or perceived the object~ we have been defining it, constitu-

ting it, giving it meaning as an intentional correlate of 

fonsciousness 0 1'7e forever seek the "final" definition which 

~- - . 
20Jean-Paul Sartre, "Intentionality: A Fundamental 

Idea of Russerl's Philosqphyll, p. 5. 
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will give lithe true meaningll of the ,varld. Our error ·lies in 

forgetting the relative nature the vlOrld has, relative to 

hrunan consqiousness which alone gives the world its true 

meaning. How rich the world becomes when we recognize hOlri 

richly and vastly the world is constantly presented to our 

intending gaze, instead of seeking its meaning through the 

restricted approach of epistemological investigation. 
The French philosophy that has moulded us under
stal1ds little besides epistemology. But for 
Husserl and the phenomenologists our conscious
ness of things is by no means limited to knmv
ledge of them. Kno'V>Tledge, or pure 'representa
tion', is only one of ·the p-ossible forms of my 
consciousness 'of' this tree; I can also love 
it, fear it, hate it, and this surpassing of 
consciousness by itself that is called int~.ion
glit~ finds itself again in fear, hatred, and 
love. 21 

So it is that all at once hatred, love, fear, 
sympathy -- all these famous 'subjective' reac
tions 'V>lhich 'were floating in the malodorous 
brine of the mind -- are pulled out. They are 
merely Ivays of discovering the i'rorld.. It is 
things which abruptly unveil themselves to us as 
hateful, sympathetic, horrible, loveable. Being 
dreadful is a ~roperty of this Japanese mask, an 
inexhaustible and irreducible property which con-
stitutes its very nature and not the sume of 
our subject~2e reactions to a piece of sculp
tured i'Tood. 

21Jean-Paul Sartre, "Intentionality: A Fundamental 
Idea of Russerl's Philosophy!!, p. 5. 

22Jean-Paul Sartre, "Intentionali ty: A Fundamental 
Idea of Husser-l's Philosophy", p. 5 .. 



Husserl has restored to things their horrer 
and their charm. G C • It is not in some hiding
place that "le will discover ourselves; it is 
on the road, in the to~m, in the midst of 
the cro'i'ld ~ a thing among things, a man among 
men. 23 

23Jean-Paul Sartre, "Intentionality: A Fundamental 
Idea of Husserl's Philosophy", p. 5. 
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